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D &B debunks Myth #1
about information holdouts.
"When my clients are
established businesses
and get all
the credit they need,
why talk to
Dun & Bradstreet ?"
Don't kid yourself. Somebody's checking.
Dun & Bradstreet subscribers do,
in fact, make inquiries on long -time customers. After all, credit policies change
and new credit managers take over.
Something else to keep in mind:
those who supply products aren't the only
mes who request D &B Reports. Those who
>rovide services, like banks and insurance
,ompanies, do too.
When clients ask you, their accounnt, to respond to D &B's request for
formation about their companies, it's in
eir best interests for you to provide it.
-cause many suppliers insist on a complete
d up -to -date D &B Report before talking
isiness. And a comprehensive report,
-luding a financial statement, usually asres the buyer of the best possible terms.
It is essential for America's
isinesses to have an easy- access, third rty source for this information. That's
iy they call on Dun & Bradstreet —over
,000,000 inquiries a year from over
,000 subscribers— rather than calling
your client or you directly. D &B acts
'ictly as an impartial gatherer of informan; we ourselves have no use for the
ormation per se.
The next time a D &B business
alyst contacts you, cooperate. You'll be
ing your client a favor— because, in a
,rld where 4 out of 10 business trans :ions are done on credit, Dun & Bradstreet
the essential business.

Dun &Bradstreet
a company of
BBTheDun&BradstreetCorponition
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How Weyerhaeuser Made Its MIS Work

16

By Dennis Loewe
In the last five years Weyerhaeuser Co. decreased the size of its corporate consolidations
staff while at the same time it increased the quality and quantity of corporate reporting.
How did it achieve this high standard in productivity? It carefully planned its Corporate
Financial Information Systems with special attention given to four key elements: people,
system design, software, and operating system.

Improving Financial Information Systems in Local Government

23

By Thomas Newkirk
How can a municipal manager determine the best approach to addressing accounting and
management information needs? Generally, there are three phases that require the commitment and involvement of local officials —needs determination, acquisition and implementation, and operation. It's also important to identify the potential problems when planning to improve the current system.

A Personal Information System Checkup

29

By Bradley M. Roof
When is the last time you took time to have a physical examination of your PERIS? If it has
been more than a year or two, perhaps your decisions are suffering as a result of this
neglect. PERIS, by the way, means Personal Information System and it includes all the
processes through which you receive data for decision making. Analyzing your PERIS is
important to prevent synthemombosis.

Training MIS Users Through Simulation

36

By Warren A. DeBord and Jerry D. Siebel
The effectiveness of a true management information system stands and falls, ultimately,
on the decision maker's ability to use the information effectively. That is why training users
to use MIS outputs effectively has been one of the most difficult phases of systems
development. Described here is a successful simulation program, designed to train dealership personnel.
Certificate of Merit, 1980 -81

Find the Right Software Through Specifications

43

By Gary I. Green and Earl A. Wilcox
Programming projects typically run past deadlines and exceed budget, but they can be
controlled better by following specifications for development and implementation. User
groups should be involved in determining these specifications, which fit into seven major
categories. Here is how Motorola's Semiconductor Group learned from its mistakes.
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Pricing Policies Under Inflation

51

By William H. Hernandez
Today many firms are under pressure to increase prices for their products because of
increased costs of manufacturing. But what pricing strategy should a firm adopt: absorb
the cost increase itself, pass through the cost increase and maintain dollar profitability,
maintain percentage margins, maintain value added or maintain real margins? The key is
for a firm to assess the long -term strategic implications of its pricing actions.
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Playing the Consulting Game

56

By Earl K. Littrell and Roy H. Glen
Knowing how to use such ploys as "water cooler," ''smoke screen,'' and "shield thy
posterior" separates the winners from the losers in the great consulting game which annually rages up and down thousands of corporate corridors. In self- defense, management
accountants should learn the basic rules by heart.

Research

NAA Research Committee Solicits Proposals

70

Researchers are invited to submit proposals on a number of management accounting
topics.

The Costs of Implementing FAS No. 33

71

By Research Staff
The costs of reporting inflation adjusted figures have not been too burdensome, according
to NAA survey of some New York area corporations.

Conference

3rd Annual Controllers' Conference

72

Controllers get the latest data on the economic environment —from mini - computers to
mergers —at NAA special conference.
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Future

Assessing and evaluating the effectiveness of accountants has always been a difficult
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task. In discussing this issue in March, we delve into the academic deficiencies of entry
level accountants, the acceptance of accountants by operating personnel, and the evaluation of cost accounting departments. In April, we explore the factors involved in the analysis of a company. Other future themes: government accounting, May, and budgeting, June.

Cover: "Cowboy hat" is a computer - generated image recorded with a Model 3000 Color
Graphic Recorder manufactured by Matrix Instruments, Inc., Northvale, N.J. Software by SAS
Institute, Inc.
Views expressed herein are authors' and do not represent Association policy unless so stated.
Reprints of any articles appearing in any issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING are available from Special
Order Department, NAA, 919 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.
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Controllers' Conference in Washington
Our Third Annual Controllers' Conference in Washington, D.C., October 27 -29, featured outstanding speakers, good course materials, and
a productive interchange of information — largely as a result of the rapport between the speakers and the audience.
In a unique feature of the three -day conference, in- depth, concurrent full -day workshops were spent on the acquisition of a
mini - computer and corporate mergers and
acquisitions. The first general session on
Wednesday was devoted to individual presentations on the impact of inflation on internal planning and control, management
and motivation of the financial manager,
and controllership from the divisional controller's point of view. In the luncheon address, the head of an executive search firm
described the qualities that employers looked for in hiring financial
executives. Three afternoon sessions were devoted to discussion of
the FASB's foreign currency translation standard, and three sessions
to personal and estate planning, user - driven computer systems, and
corporate tax planning.
Thursday morning Lee B. Spencer, Jr., director of the Division of
Corporate Finance of the Securities and Exchange Commission, described the SEC's plans under the new administration. The tenor of his
presentation was that the SEC is seeking to streamline filing procedures in order to be more responsive to both the investor and the
business community and thus aid in the raising of capital. In the wrap up session, four executives on a special outlook panel exchanged
views on current problems in the business world.
The response to this conference by the more than 100 controllers
and financial executives attending was very affirmative. Some comments: "Most informative. Need more time on certain topics discussed." "This is my first formal introduction to this subject [mergersI
and it was well worth my time." "Well organized — excellent speakers."
"Excellent. May I suggest covering in more detail the concern of accountants."
Because of the enthusiastic response to this conference, your Association will hold the controllers' conference again this year. It also is
considering the feasibility of presenting the conference at more than
one location to reach a larger audience. Special conferences like this
one demonstrate that the Association can attract member accountants and other financial executives to educational meetings that are
well- organized, feature knowledgeable speakers, and cover specific,
timely topics in depth. We intend to continue to hold such meetings.

EMIL SCHARFF
President, 1981 -82
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Robert L. Shultis

Notes on a Conversation
with Paul Kolton of FASAC
Recently we enjoyed a long conversation with
one of the individuals most involved on the accounting scene today —Paul Kolton, chairman
of the Financial Accounting Standards Advisory
Council. Involved, yes, but decidedly not a
household name, even among those reasonably well versed in matters of accounting. ( Nor,
for that matter, is the Financial Accounting
Standards Advisory Council ( FASAC) familiar.) We saw this as an opportunity to have Mr.
Kolton explain to us a little about the workings
of the Council and something of his philosophy
as well.
Question of Balance
One problem constantly facing the Financial
Accounting Standards Board is obtaining balanced input from all its constituencies as regards accounting issues either on its agenda or
potentially on its agenda. Not that there is any
dearth of responses to the FASB. Far from it!
Every issue generates comments aplenty. The
key word, however, is "balanced." Are all sectors being heard from, and are the many sides
of key questions being explored?
A major function of the Council, according to
Mr. Kolton, is to supply this balance —to offer
the Board an opportunity to hear reasoned discussion of the important issues it faces. To use
Mr. Kolton's felicitous phrase, the Council
represents the Board's "constituency in microcosm." Its 40 members are drawn from industry, academia, public accounting, users of financial information, government, the securities
industry and the major professional accounting
associations. (We are privileged to represent
NAA's membership on the Council.)
The Council meets quarterly, with certain appointed committees, such as the Small Business Advisory Committee, meeting between
times. The meeting discussions are wide ranging —both as to the agenda itself and as to the

will

Opinion

individual items on the agenda. That the Council meetings stay on track and accomplish their
purpose is due in large measure to Mr. Kolton's
not inconsiderable talents as meeting planner,
organizer, and, if you will, orchestrator. To ensure that divergent, but considered, viewpoints
are heard, Mr. Kolton
frequently contact
two or three Council members in advance to be
prepared to present briefly their views on particular agenda topics. Then general discussion
by the whole group follows, and, subsequent to
the meeting, each member of Council receives
a post- meeting questionnaire that offers the
member a further opportunity to comment.
A Full Plate
The agenda of a recent meeting of FASAC
included, among other items, a review of the
latest exposure draft of the FAS No. 8 revision,
a discussion of the accounting implications of
the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981, an
update on FASB activities by Chairman Don
Kirk, an analysis of the data being reported under FAS No. 33, a discussion of the post -employment benefits discussion memorandum,
proposed activities within the small business
sector, and the 4 -3/5 -2 Board voting issue. A
full plate, by any definition, and one which affec *.s us all —as accountants, as business people, as citizens_
We asked Mr. Kolton what he felt was the
prime purpose of the Council and whether the
Board itself found the deliberations of the
Council of value. He said "yes," he was comfortable and convinced that the Council's activities were useful to the Board, citing the fact
that the full Board nearly always attends and
participates in Council discussions. He also has
observed instances where the comments of
Council members are reflected in subsequent
Board discussions.
As for purpose, Mr. Kolton views the Council
as what its name implies —an advisory body —
and therefore the Council is not asked to vote,
pro or con, on the issues it deliberates. Rather,
the Council helps to expose for the Board the
widely divergent ideas and subtleties inherent
in nearly every key issue, both those that are
new and those that are being re- evaluated.
Council activities benefit the Board's constituencies as well, according to Mr. Kolton, by
serving as an "early- warning system" of the implications and potential effects of major accounting issues before they become final. Future issues before the Board may well have an
even greater impact on business and the accounting profession, making the early- warning
system even more vital to the standards - setting
process.
► ►67
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It's a hard look into your operations today for
better productivity tomorrow.
The Citi of Tomorrow brings you
the latest electronic banking. And the
people who can tell you how to use it
best: Citibankers.
Citibank's financial experts can
help you take full advantage of new
technological advances to make your
back office more productive.
They'll make sure your system is
tailored to your specific business needs.
And at the other end, there will always
be a team of Citibankers who know
your business and can track down any

problem. These Citibankers can also
show you how electronic banking can
streamline your present back office
operation. And they can advise you in
other areas, including ways to utilize
your banks more effectively.
The Citi of Tomorrow. Instead of
just answers to problems, a strategy to
avoid them,
Call Robert Mendes, VP, at (212)
559-1980 for more details.
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FASB Proposes Accounting
for Purchase and Sale of Tax Benefits
In the wake of the Economic Recovery Tax Act
of 1981, which allows a company to sell tax
benefits through a lease, the Financial Accounting Standards Board has proposed to
clarify the accounting for both buyer and seller
of these benefits. The tax benefits that can be
so transferred are credits such as the investment tax credit and deductions under the accelerated cost recovery system (ACRS).
The Board had been asked to specify whether or not transactions that are called leases but
which, in substance, represent solely the purchase and sale of tax benefits, should be accounted for in accordance with FAS No. 13,
"Accounting for Leases." It was the Board's
tentative conclusion that such leases are not
covered by Statement No. 13 unless the transactions convey the right to use or share residual value of the property or involve financing of
the property.
Under the proposed rules, the seller of tax
credits should account for the proceeds by its
usual method of accounting for those credits —
flow through or deferral. The buyer would account for the purchase of the credits as an investment. The seller of deductions under the
ACRS treats the sales price as a reduction of
the cost of the related property. The buyer of
ACRS deductions would account for the net
cost as an asset and amortize it over the lease
term when tax savings exceed investment.
Sellers and buyers of both tax credits and
ACRS deductions should allocate between the
components.

Other FASB Actions
The Board issued Interpretation No. 36, "Accounting for Exploratory Wells in Progress at
8

the End of a Period." It resolves the question of
when to charge or expense the costs of an exploratory oil or gas well in progress at the end
of a period that is determined to be a dry hole
before financial statements for that period are
issued. The Interpretation clarifies that the
costs incurred through the end of the period
should be expenses for that period.
According to a research report released by
the Board, more summary indicators of a company's financial performance than just earnings
per share increasingly should form the basis for
communication with readers of financial statements. The study was undertaken by Associate
Professor Paul Frishkoff of the University of Oregon to provide an historical perspective and a
report on the status of summary indicators in
financial reporting. Summary indicators are devices that condense information about a company's performance or risk. The research report deals mainly with summary indicators of
financial performance and their uses. The report concludes with a suggestion that financial
statement readers should be educated away
from dependence on a single summary indicator.

SEC on Management's Discussion and
Analysis of Financial Condition
The Securities Exchange Commission's staff
has issued a release that sets forth its assessment of disclosures regarding management's
discussion and analysis of financial condition
and the results of operations that were contained in 1980 filings with the Commission. The
review focused on changes in the disclosures
mandated by new requirements which were issued September 2, 1980. Included in the release (No. 33 -6349) are examples of how
some companies provided disclosures dealing
with liquidity, the results of operations, and the
impact of inflation. The release makes clear
that the published examples were chosen solely to illustrate particular points and do not necessarily suggest preference by the staff. Overall, the staff indicates it was pleased with the
quality of the presentations it reviewed.

Other SEC News
The Commission announced it was rescinding
Accounting Series Release No. 261, which had
been issued in 1979 to provide guidance to oil
and gas producers regarding the use of full
cost or successful efforts accounting pending
development by the Commission of reserve
► ►13
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The big computer program vs. AMI and the small
computer. Until now, if you wanted to buy a computer
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most demanding clients. You can define client account structure, data input, journal format, and financial statements to meet your specific requirements.
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small computer price. For more information, return
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Stephen F. Piron, Editor

MIS Costs —You Can't Evaluate the Cost
Unless You Understand the Benefit
The MIS area continues to be brought into
more and more parts of the business. In the
last ten years, MIS has implemented a variety
of systems. Batch systems sped up the manual
processing of day -to -day business transactions. On -line systems processed transactions,
but also allowed quick access to information for
those who needed it. Decision - support systems
(e.g., models) allowed analysis personnel and
management to review more alternatives before making a decision. Executive information
systems focused on giving executives specific
information to meet specific management
needs —as opposed to giving management reports containing only data which the batch and
on -line systems processed.

will

Applied Technology
This growth in these various types of systems is a result of the successful application of
technology to the expressed needs of business. Office automation is a good example of
technology being applied to the needs of business. Storing characters magnetically and displaying them electronically, via word processing, has made secretaries more productive.
Sending audio messages electronically, now in
make managers more proits infant stage,
ductive. Connecting word processors to computers is allowing access to more data than
was available to word processing users in the
past. The rate of applying technology to business processes will continue to grow, primarily
because of the emphasis on productivity.
MIS Costs — Definition and Evaluation
Management has seen a continuing growth
in MIS costs over the last decade. To some,
the growth in costs is alarming. To those, I
10

would suggest they look at how MIS costs are
defined in their organization. The definition of
MIS costs usually means those costs related to
the computer. With the advent of data processing, it meant the MIS budget: cost of computer
equipment, programmers, analysts, and managers. These costs were measured as a
percent to sales (as were other categories of
business expenses). As technology changed —
allowing a variety of computers to spread to departments outside of the MIS department —MIS
costs, as viewed by management, took on a
company -wide scope as opposed to a MIS department scope.
As the company incurred more and more
computer costs, the total MIS costs and its associated percent -to -sales figure rose. In many
situations where management received reports
of only these two number (i.e., total MIS costs
and percent to sales), the growth of MIS was
mistakenly limited to a specific percent of sales
growth rate.
In many cases, management was not aware
that demand for MIS equipment and services
within the company continued to exceed demand (i.e., growth rate) for the companies'
products. This demand occurred because of
benefits achieved in areas of the company outside of the MIS department, But if management
only measured MIS costs on the basis of per cent-to- sales, it was most likely not aware of
the benefits which the company was achieving
from this application of computer technology. In
these cases, MIS Directors failed to educate
management as to the positive impact this applied technology was having on the entire organization. If this education had occurred, management could have an opportunity to evaluate
the MIS costs on a company -wide benefit basis, seeing more clearly the various productivity
and decision- making benefits being experienced throughout the total organization.
MIS.- Costs or Investments in the Company's
Future?
Today, MIS costs should be evaluated from a
broader viewpoint. To some degree they are
costs to process volumes of business transactions. To another degree they are investments
made in the company's success or failure in the
future. This latter viewpoint (i.e., as an investment in the company's future) is very realistic.
The success or failure of managements' decisions depends largely on the information available (e.g., on the company, on the marketplace, on competition). To an increasing
degree, this information is a result of a decision
to incur an MIS cost.
Today's technology can be employed to
10,10-13
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Letters
TO THE EDITOR
Where ZBB Really Started

in

In his October Opinion column, Robert
L. Shultis states, "Zero -based budgeting
its present form seemed to have given
birth at Texas Instruments in the 1971
annual budgeting process." Seemed to
have given birth is the proper term here
because zero -based budgeting was actually born in 1962. The place of birth was
the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Incidentally, zero -based budgeting
failed —it was considered a waste of
time and a source of frustration. For
more information, see Public Budgeting
Systems by Robert D. Lee and Ronald
W. Johnson.
Paull. Rubacky
Franklin Lakes. ?1'.J

Update on U.K. Accounting

you

once dre de : Put off. Had a hard time
Pr 'ferns
.with once you got to them. Because they were complicated. Time - consuming. And they never got easier, just
farther and farther behind schedule. But now there is a
e of high quality, professionally developed microcompOter software that tackles the rough stuff for you. It's
called Execuware'"
The programs are reliable. Thorough. Easy to understand. Quick. And flexible, so they can meet the needs of
your business. They're the end - result of years of research
and evaluation.
The Execuware Financial Analysis Package can tell you
when to lease or buy, as well as help you come to grips
with the cost recovery provisions of the Economic Recovery
Tax Act of 1981. Execuware can help you minimize your
inventory carrying costs with our EOQ program – a unique
accurate inventory management tool. And our growing,
hardworking line of executive software will soon be able
to solve other tough problems you face every day.
Ask to see Execuware in action at your nearest APPLE T11
or IBM personal computer dealer. Or return
II show you how to
the coupon below and
tackle those problems that always seem to
give you a hard time.
we

I

IIIIIIIII

EXECUWARE MICROCOMPUTERSOFTWAREFOREXECUTIVESFROMAERONCA,INC.
_

-

_

1M
_

y`t

I'd like to know more about Execuware. Please send information about:
(
) EOQ
(
) Financial Analysis Package
(
) The location of an APPLE or IBM Dealer near me.
!
Name

!

! Company
Title

Telephone

!
!

! Street

!

city
State
Zip
! Mail to: Microcomputer Software Division of Aeronca, Inc.
P.O. Box 909, Pineville_N.C. 28124_(704) 525 -9881.

!

J
L
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1981 Aeronca. Inc "Execuware" a Trademark of Aeronca, Inc.
uApple"
is the registered Trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
Is
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In Mr. Schweikart's article (Aug.'81)
on Consolidation of Foreign Subsidiaries in Management Accounting he stated that "the U.K. is governed by a
Companies Act." Regrettably, in fact,
since the enactment of the Companies
Act 1948 there have been three further
Companies Acts as well as a host of other secondary and primary legislation
bearing on company behaviour. Work
on the consolidation of the Companies
Acts is under way so there is a possibility that the legislation will take the form
of one mammoth Act in the foreseeable
future.
More important., however, was his
omission of any reference to the work of
the Accounting Standards Committee
in the U_K. This committee was set up
in 1970 with the object of developing
definitive standards on financial reporting, and has subsequently produced a
series of Statements of Standard Accounting Practice. Any accountant who
associates his name with published accounts which do not conform to these
standards can be asked by his professional body to explain why he has not
conformed, so that the increase in the
degree of standardization in published
accounts over the last ten years, has

been appreciab le.
Since the issue in 1975 o f SSAP 10 on
Statem ents o f so u rce an d ap p lication o f
funds, changes in fin an cial po sitio n have
had to be disclosed an d with the issu e of
SSAP 16 in early 1980, larger en tities
have been req uired to p rod uce, in ad d ition to acco u nts based on historical
cost, a profit and lo ss accou nt and a b alance sheet based on cu rren t cost. In
these organizatio n s th e requ irem en t is
definite an d no t m erely a perm issio n to
vaILI fixed assets at ap praisal value.
A. Young
Director of Technical Services
The I nstitute of Cost and
Management Accoun tants
London, En glan d

MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
10-4.4
varying degrees to gather, process,
and make available information to
management. The degree to which
this technology is employed is management's decision. This decision, to
be a good one for the company, must
be based on an understanding of the
benefits provided to the company.
Understanding MIS costs requires a
commitment of time: time spent by
the educator (the MIS Director) and
time spent by the learner (management who decides on MIS costs).
How informed are you and your management of the company's MIS benefits?

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING
PRACTICES
844

recognition accounting (RRA). Inasmuch as the Commission no longer is
working to develop RRA for primary
financial statements and has no immediate plans for adopting a single
uniform method of accounting, the
reasons for issuing ASR 261 no longer exist. Henceforth, the SEC will rely
on GAAP in accepting accounting
changes to or from the full cost method or successful efforts method.
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HIWTHE
NEWYORK
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THE1120
BEFORE FAST -TAX, WE WERE
WASTING PROFESSIONAL TIME.
"If we made a change in one of our forty five subsidiaries, we had to manually adjust the
consolidated return and as many as 20 schedules.
Now we make one entry, and FAST -TAX automatically
carries it through.
"Loading the information is relatively simple, the service
is smooth, and we like the final product— a printed return and
all its copies — ready to sign.
"With FAST -TAX, I can spend more time on research and additional
special projects. FAST -TAX proformas save our secretaries considerable time
typing and copying. We're able to keep our work at an even pace, so we
save on overtime and temporary help, as well.
"The FAST -TAX system has been a substantial benefit to the
entire department."
Robin Hatch, Tax Manager — Federal Tax Compliance
The New York Times Company

Tax management is essentially strategic thinking. There is a
sure way to conserve the unique energies it
requires while outpacing routine calculation and clearing each 1120
hurdle with ease: Run with the processing leader ... FAST -TAX.
Start today: 214/934 -7000 (Ask for John Lewis.)

HST•
Running ahead.
World Headquarters: 2395 Midway Road, Carrollton, Texas 75006 • Telex: 73 -0934

Proposals have been issued that
would codify existing administrative
practices relative to pro forma financial statements ( release 33 -6350) ,
and exempt smaller registrants from
certain reporting and other requirements ( release 34- 18189) .

MAP Comment Letters Issued
The Management Accounting Practices Committee sent a letter dated
October 26 to the SEC regarding
eight proposals in connection with its
integrated disclosure project.
On October 26, another letter was
mailed to the AICPA on a proposed

Statement on Auditing Standards —
"Supplementary Mineral Reserve Inform ation."

FASB Proposes Rules for
Related Party Disclosures
The Financial Accounting Standards
Board has issued a proposed statement which would establish requirements for related party disclosures.
The Board has been asked to provide
guidance on disclosures of related
party transactions because general
accounting or reporting guides for
►►15
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T

E GOLD in the 1120 goes to the tax
manager who protects the biggest
slice of corporate profits.
He stays on top of the figs
one jump ahead in compliar
firm control of staffing and n
crunching, so that talented n
free to plan for tomorrow.
At FAST -TAX, we understar
strategy. Processing millions
pages of returns a year, FAST has become the prime EDP r
source to the nation's leadin
CPA firms. And "class N' corp
ations have been running w
us for years ... running ahea
1. A Quick Start. The
FAST -TAX management system is fully compatible with
your own established controls, standards, and routine!
It harmonizes with the state of- the -art methods of outside professionals who
serve you.
FAST -TAX Proformas are
automatically pre - printed
with last year's data
and this year's
repetitive numbers.
takes
a copyall
of it
To
getisstarted,
1 U
W

applicable schedules and forms, fully cross referenced ... ADR and non -ADR depreciation, complete ... company or divisional
icluding easy -to- handle
,ales, forms 1122 and 851

Dss, NOL, tax liability, tax
SKY at the consolidated
tax credit computations,
861 -8, 1120F, 2952, and
printed work - papers for
ack -up ... proformas ...
it returns ...
4. You get speed ...
o- the -wire, you can rely
he same accuracy at the
15th of September finish
it you are guaranteed all

long.

NTt
1120.

last year's financials.
2. Endurance for
the long run. Full
compliance with Federal and
state regulations is a given.
The FAST-TAX management programs are
documented up -to- the - minute at the beginning of each tax year — and updated, as
needed, all year long.
3. W inning c omes down to "form ".
Here's a sample: Single 1120 returns with all

S. ... And training.
own local FAST -TAX rep ntative will be with you
through the day -to -day
,oblems and potential of
)ur company's corporate
< processing. Documentation, working guides,
seminars, bulletins.
The payoff: Final
returns — exact
duplicates of Federal
and state forms —
accurate, complete,
ready to sign
and send.
There's no other race
like the 1120. The starting
line, the route, and the

rules keep changing. It can be painful to

go it alone.
So run with the leader. Run ahead. W ith
FAST -TAX.
On y our m ark . . . Get s et . . .
1- 214 - 934 -7000 ... (Ask for John Lewis.

r M / M T40
T M_(
Computerized corporate tax processing ...

Running ahead.
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such transactions do not exist now in
generally accepted accounting principles.
The requirements of the proposal
are generally consistent with those in
Statement on Auditing Standards
(SAS) No. 6, "Related Party Transactions," issued by the AICPA. However, authoritative auditing pronouncements are intended to direct
the activities of auditors, not of report-

ing enterprises.
The FASB proposal, Related Party
Disclosures, would require inclusion
in the financial statements of disclosures of related party transactions
that are necessary for users to understand the statements. However, disclosures need not be made for transactions that are eliminated in the
preparation of consolidated or combined financial statements. The disclosures should include the following
items.
• The nature of the relationship (s)
involved.
A description of the transactions,
including those to which no
amounts or nominal amounts were
ascribed, for each period and such
other information deemed necessary to an understanding of the effects of the transactions on the financial statements.
• The dollar amounts of transactions
for each period and the effects of
any change in the terms from
those used previously, if determinable.
Amounts due from or to related parties at the most recent balance
sheet date and, if not otherwise apparent, the terms and manner of
settlement.
If an enterprise is controlled by another party, the nature of the control
relationship should be disclosed in
the financial statements even though
there may have been no transactions
between them.
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HOWTHE
TELEXCORPORATION
RUNS
1120
„

We produce separate

returns for each of our subsidiaries,
spin off the state returns, and then
produce the consolidated return for the

parent company. Considering we file in virtually
every state, it's a job of unbelievable proportions.
"Running with FAST-TAX has cut the amount of time spent
on routine work — typing, doing the math, checking the results,
duplicating ... by 90% or more.
"The service is fantastic. The turnaround time is superior to other
systems. The quality of the final product has been superb. And
the cost is so cheap, it's immaterial.
"When we started with FAST -TAX, it gave the guy who signs this
return the time for research and planning and making sure the return
is in co mpliance and to the best advantage o f my company„
David Gannon, Assistant Treasurer and Director or Taxes
The Telex Corporation

Tax management is essentially strategic thinking. There is a
sure way to conserve the unique energies it
requires while outpacing routine calculation and clearing each 1 120
hurdle with ease: Run with the processing leader ... FAST -TAX.
Start today: 214/934 -7000 fAsk for John Lewis.)

miST44M.
Running ahead.
World Headquarters: 2395 Midway Road, Carrollton, Texas 75006 • Telex: 73 -0934

FASB Proposes Aa Bond Yields
As Substitute for Prime Rate in
Certain EPS Computations
In place of using the prime interest
rate as a benchmark for the "cash
yield test" for convertible securities in
determining earnings per share, the
Financial
Accounting
Standards
Board has iss ued a p ropo sed statement that would substitute the average double A ( "Aa ") corporate bond
yield. The change potentially affects
all companies that issue convertible
securities.
The proposal, Determining Whether

a Convertible Security Is a Common
Stock Equivalent, would rectify the
problem caused by using the volatile
prime interest rate. The cash yield
test uses the prime interest rate as a
substitute for a long -term rate in determining if, and to what extent, earnings per share should be diluted, or
reduced, by the issuance of securities
that are convertible into the company's common stock.
Proposal would allow companies to
use several sources to obtain quotes
of bond yields, as long as the quality
of bonds included in the quote is
equal to those rated Aa by Moody's or
Standard & Poor.
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How Weyerhaeuser
Made Its MIS Work
The corporate financial managers agreed at the outset that if the
company found the necessary technology, it would proceed in gradual hops—
and not attempt to make the great leap in a single bound.

By Dennis Loewe

Dennis Loewe is the
controller of financial
services for
Weyerhaeuser Co. in
Tacoma, Wash., and
also is serving as
special program
manager for
information systems.
He is president of the
Mt. Rainier Chapter
through which he
submitted this article.

During the last five years, Weyerhaeuser Company increased sales from $2.9 billion to $4.5 billion
and increased assets from $3.7 billion to $5.2 billion. At the same time our corporate consolidations staff decreased in size, while the quality and
quantity of corporate reporting increased. By any
standards used to measure productivity we are obviously pleased with the results.
The key element in this success was implementation of our Weyerhaeuser Financial Information
System ( WEYFIS). This effort involved much
more than plugging in software to generate consolidated reports. Several elements were present in
evolving our current technical capabilities, but the
conceptual design featured four key leverage
points.
•
•
•
•

People
System design
Software
Operating system

Ultimately the technical considerations leading
to software selection and choice of operating system provided us with the tools we required. The
most important contributions, however, were
made in the conceptual design stages and in the
16
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selection of people who were to be directly involved. This approach involved corporate officers
and key staff members. Their message was specific
and in the longer term has proved durable: "Build
us a matrix to store financial data and we'll define
the reports as we need them." This approch resulted in the successful blending of many talents
to produce a rare accomplishment for a large multinational firm —a system that satisfies a sophisticated user group.
People, Pencils and Perspiration
The most important ingredient in developing
WEYFIS was people. Even the best designed system is doomed to failure if the people it is designed to serve do not have a proprietary interest.
In Weyerhaeuser's case, the sponsors also comprised the implementation team..
At the time we decided to search for computer
technology to aid our corporate reporting process,
we were using a manual system. The preparation
of the annual report to shareholders, 10 -K report,
internal senior management reports, and responses to other regulatory agencies were all laboriously accomplished with pegstrips, pencils and
perspiration. It was an extremely flexible system
because human ingenuity provided the required
sorts each step of the way. It was also an extremely redundant process and response times were preCopyright ©1982 by the National Association of Accountants

dictably slow. The human element, of course, introduced errors of its own, resulting in conflicting
data from the same source in some cases.
In 1973 the corporate controller approached
the senior vice president of finance and planning
with a proposal that included these key points.
• We would search for technology that fit our
conceptual requirements. We would not computerize only to scrap the entire effort in two to
five years. This strategy translated into a single
watchword — flexibility— flexibility in file structures and data independence from reports. If
suitable technology could not be found in the
current state of the art, we would halt our
search and gear up additional manpower for
the manual effort.
• Second, if we felt we were successful in locating
the necessary technology, we would proceed in
gradual hops during implementation and not attempt to make the great leap in a single bound.
A steering committee was formed at this juncture under the sponsorship of the senior vice president offinance and planning. It was comprised of
the corporate controller, the assistant corporate
controller, the manager of corporate information
systems, our client services manager and the manager ofcorporate consolidations. The composition
of this committee demonstrates the commitment
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1982

that was made by the concerned parties. Two corporate officers represented the user group, two key
individuals from corporate systems provided technical support, and two managers directly involved
in corporate data collection and reporting represented the guys in the trenches.
The committee was small enough to work effectively and one with necessary stature to call upon
additional resources when necessary. It was also a
group that embodied the necessary ingredient for
success; it contained the people with a proprietary
interest in making the project succeed.
System Design— Flexibility
The major design aspect ofthe project was flexibility. Flexibility for us meant:
• Ease ofchanging our minds without significant
changes to the system or to the data base.
• E ase ofuse which would allow us to control the
data and the system, not vice versa, and to get
at the data easily and in a variety of ways.
• Being able to expand, to be responsive to the
growth of the company, for new acquisitions
and businesses, as well as growth in the volume
ofline items that would be requested.
• Sharing the data files. We saw a real opportunity to cut duplication in data handling and reporting, thus enabling us to add new applications without destroying the old and to be
17

Our shopping
list of what we
wanted out of
an M15 sounded
like the
impossible
dream.

receptive to modifications in user requirements.
In retrospect, this shopping list sounds like the
impossible dream. It surely contains some or all of
the elements that EDP managers have been confronted with by clients who want implementation
of their most critical system requirements. At the
same time we were dedicated to the principle that
if suitable technology could not be found, we
would not proceed.
This concept did not shift responsibility or
point blame at the systems community if suitable
technology could not be found. We jointly shared
in the conceptual design. Heavy user involvement
during the early stages made us a part of the process. As the first user in line and primary beneficiary of the proposed system, I was designated to
prepare the functional flowcharts. Personally, I
can think of no better way to make the user a part
of the process, to refine his thinking to specifics
and to get him to share responsibility with the
programmers for the work that lies ahead. It is
really not surprising that the finger pointing,
which can result from an unsuccessful effort, can
be eliminated through a process such as this.
Software
Having developed the conceptual framework
and prepared functional flowcharts, we now were
prepared to search for the required software. It
soon became apparent that software could be analyzed by grouping the available types into three
broad categories.
The first category contains what we call standard business languages. This group includes COBOL and FORTRAN. These languages have the
virtue of being familiar and a known quantity.
Their major and, fatal, shortcoming in our view is
the data dependency inherent in their use. Our
major objective was to achieve flexibility to the
system, to make it responsive to a volatile environment, to change the components within the data
base, to modify file structures, and to achieve rapid response to ad hoc report writing. These languages could not give us this flexibility, so were
eliminated.
That is not to say that standard languages
should never be used given the current state of the
art. Obviously, we continue to develop systems using COBOL and FORTRAN. Their use should,
however, fit the application. This criterion limits
their use to relatively mature transactional systems having fixed reporting requirements. They
may also be used where front -end data base updates are mature and only a report generator is
required to access the data for report writing.
These constraints did not suit our application,
particularly because our controller specified that
he would not define end -use reports. They would
evolve over time from the information needs of
the corporation.
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The second group of languages we designate as
higher level languages. This group includes
MARK IV, ASI -ST and a few others. As opposed
to languages that lie somewhere between standard
business languages and higher level languages
such as Meta COBOL, Work Ten or Genasys,
these higher level languages make a complete
break with COBOL.
With languages such as MARK IV it is possible
to produce object code directly. In fact, a single
package provides a procedural language, a file
management system and a report generator. These
features seemed to offer the potential tool we were
seeking. We probably could have stopped our
search at this juncture, but we could not do so
without some examination of data base management systems (DBMS), which is the third general
category.
The data base management system category includes TOTAL and System 2000. Our studies
showed them to be most effective when managing
many different data files. They allow files to be
interrelated through directories and allow ad hoc
reporting across data files. Clearly these capabilities would be desirable in a multi- faceted file system.
In our case we were seeking to build a new file,
not interrelate existing files. At the same time we
did not want to preclude the use of a DBMS at
some future date. The resolution of the problem
centered on the answer to one question. Could we
build a system using higher level languages and in
turn use them to build files for a DBMS at some
future date, should our needs warrant the additional cost? With the file management capabilities
of the higher level languages we were given the
technical assurances that this could indeed be
done. With this assurance we opted for the higher
language, and this choice had favorable impacts
on all aspects of systems development. .
Impact of Higher Level Languages
Too often in the past the user has become utterly frustrated with the demands and time delays
that seem to be inherent in a COBOL -based environment. The situation gets so bad that the user
does not articulate his full needs anymore. The
impact on productivity of such a situation is predictable. This was not the case in our selection of
MARK IV.
We found MARK IV provided an orderly
structure for the development process. The broad
outlines we had conceptualized could be accommodated. We did not have to define report formats, input documents or program decisions as
would be done with COBOL. We developed broad
concepts such as input, edit, update and report
functions. File structures were developed to provide maximum flexibility for updating and outputting the data. Fields were arranged without regard
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to complexity of hierarchial structure or record
size. Newly defined files were structured from current input. Output reports could be written from
these files with minimal changes.
Throughout development, which has virtually
never ceased, modifications and enhancements
have continued. In conventional COBOL -based
systems, changes ofthe magnitudes that we made
have entailed programming and cost considerations equal to the original system proposal. This
was not the case in using a high level language.
Ease of coding is a particularly productive use
of programmer's time when higher level languages
are used. Although the system is extremely complex, it was largely accomplished by using a single
programmer dedicated full time. Though difficult
to judge the effective leverage ratio, we estimate
that he accomplished the work of at least five COBOL programmers. Many of the accomplishments
simply could not have been achieved without the
use of a higher level language.
Training time to being an individual up to speed
in the use of higher language is similarly shortened when compared to COBOL. In our case,
training consisted of a formal two -week course
coupled with 90 days ofon -site development help
from the software firm.
Another factor that contributed to the productivity we have enjoyed is the continuity of one
senior programmer on the project. This continuity
is attributable to two factors: job satisfaction from
being involved in an exciting and highly visible
corporate system and the opportunity to create,
which cannot be matched in the more structured
environment of standard business languages.
Operating System
We cannot attribute all of our productivity
gains to the use of higher level languages. The
selection of an appropriate operating system was
also vital in obtaining maximum benefits, both
during program development and subsequent system operation.
JCL, or job control language; is an industry
standard that is widely used to govern the procedural steps necessary to execute a job stream. Unfortunately, JCL can carry some heavy productivity losses with it. Because operating steps must be
uniquely designed in series for each job, multiple
JCL decks must be prepared to execute complex
systems that have numerous permutations and
combinations. In our case there are several hundred job streams that can be selected. In addition
to the time required to set up the JCL decks, human error in selecting and loading the proper JCL
for a particular run can occur.
Given the problems and frustrations of working
with JCL, we selected an alternate operating system known as the Cambridge Monitor System
(CMS). Basically, it is an English language verMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1982

sion of J CL and can be used to program job
stacks. For WEYFIS all operating systems are
governed by CMS. We have been provided executive routine (EXECS) which allow the user to
specify the system functions and reports which are
to be generated from a production run. This is
accomplished by providing prompting routines
that can be accessed through time - sharing. By responding to simple questions on -line, the program
routines build the CMS commands necessary for
execution of a particular job. It is simply a shopping list approach that puts operation of the system in the hands of the user.
At the end of a terminal session the us& is
asked if he wishes the job to be run on -line (at full
cost rates) or as an overnight batch job (at half
the cost). Because these costs are directly absorbed and budgeted by the user, job priorities can
be placed in their proper perspective. The choice
is clearly up to the user.
The elements just described lead up to systems
implementation. Another tool that has had a high
degree of payout for us in the production stage is
the use of data transmission.

At the end of a
terminal
session, the user
has the option
to run the job
on -line or as an
overnight
batch.

Benefits of Data Transmission
In the days of manual consolidations, all information was collected on hard copy. Receipt of information was dependent on the mail. Since the
consolidation could not be completed until the
last unit was received, it was problematic as to
when earnings per share would be available. With
the advent of a computerized process and the use
of data transmissions, three improvements have
been made in productivity:
1. The first, of course, has been the elimination of
mail delays and the inherent waste of time in
data preparation and release of earnings.
2. The second is the syndication of key data preparation across our 400 reporting locations,
rather than performing the entire task at headquarters from hard copy.
3. The third is the ability of reporting units to
prepare the data once in their general ledgers.
The data is automatically translated into prescribed corporate formats, which discontinues
the clerical task of manual data preparation.
Computer transmissions have now freed graduate accountants to perform the work for which
they are qualified—data analysis —not "bean
crunching."
Uses of WEYFIS
WEYFIS is a corporate financial data base. In
its first small hop it provided the means to consolidate the company's financial statements. It provided the necessary information for the annual
report, 10 -K report, internal senior management
reports and other regulatory reports. Since 1974
19

ensuing applications have provided unit reporting
communications, business segment reporting,
business consolidations, and preparation of federal
tax returns.
Other applications include internal and external
audit support, staff and corporate analysis, corporate earnings planning, corporate debt planning,
corporate capital tracking and reporting, and a
host of related support activities.
While it may be useful to list the applications
that we have developed as general background information, it is more important that they serve as
evidence of what can be accomplished over time
using the flexible file handling and reporting characteristics of a high level language.
In retrospect our computer development decisions have been based on the classical trade -offs
between a labor- intensive solution versus a capital- intensive solution. Both applications software

PO

and operating software have been bound in history to run "efficiently" on a computer. That, in
turn, has translated into using languages that are
as close to machine language as possible. When
computer core size was the economic driver that
made sense. Capital (the machine) was more expensive than labor. Labor, in this case, refers to
the programmers who were required to write
lengthy and inflexible programs that could be efficiently digested by machines. As the cost of memory has dropped, the cost of labor has soared.
Given this equation, -only tentative steps have
been taken to give programmers more highly
leveraged languages with which to program.
Because the skills of existing staffs must be reoriented to take advantage of the new technologies,
major resistence will likely be encountered. The
payoff in real terms is, however, too large to be
ignored.
❑
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of any one of these outstanding accounting boo!
PLUS�—�"no�strings
membership in the book club that thousands of accountants and controllers
rely on for the best in professional reading and reference

The ACCOUNTANTS' a nd CONTROLLERS'
BOOKCWB
No other purchase necessary at this time. And you may cancel your
membership whenever you choose.
Yes, to welcome you to the Club, we're offering you
you r choi ce of an y o ne of th ese to p cal ibre b ook s.
Books typi cal of th ose the C lub offers mo nth after
month�—books�that�give�you�the�know�-how�you�need
to mak e it t o th e to p in p ro fess io nal st an di ng and
income.
Join�the�ambitious�professionals�—join�the�Accountants' and Controllers' Book Club and build a career bui ldi ng li brary of�outstanding�books�—top val ue
titles at lowest possible prices?

Why YOU should join nowl
•�BEST�AND�NEWEST�BOOKS�IN�YOUR�FIELD�—Books�are
selected from a wid e range of pub lish ers by expert editors
and consultants to give you continuing access to the best and
latest books in your field.
•�BIG�SAVINGS�—Build�your�library�and�save�money�too!�Savings�ranging�up�to�30%�or�more�off�publishers'�list�prices�—
usually 20%n to 25 % .
•�BONUS�BOOKS�—You �will�imm ediately�begin�to
participate in our Bonus Book Plan that allows you
savings of between 70% and 80%n off the publis hers'
pr i c e s of ma ny p r o fe s s io na l a nd ge ne ra l int e re s t
books !
•� C ONVENIEN C E� -10 � -1 2� time s � a � y e a r� y ou� re c e i ve � the � C l ub
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Data Sheet
Robert F. Randall, Editor

ed Price Waterhouse to certify consolidated
statements for 1983 -85, a procedure not currently required under Italian law. Professor Paul
Aron of the Graduate School of Business Administration of New York University advised
Montedison on the preparation of the statements.

`U.K. Auditors Slower than U.S. CPAs'

More than one -third of the nation's 480 biggest
industrial companies are actively seeking acquisitions, according to the latest survey of the
National Association of Accountants_ Almost
half of the corporations, 49 %, said they consider themselves vulnerable to a takeover; 44%
of that number indicated they do not have a
formalized plan to ward off a possible acquisition. Some 44% of the companies surveyed
believe that acquisitions and mergers among
the biggest corporations have a beneficial impact on the nation's economy, while 17% said
they had an adverse effect. The chief financial
officers of 154 of the 480 companies queried
responded to the survey, a 32% response rate.

Conference Board Sees 7.8% Inflation
Good news for the new year according to the
Conference Board's panel of top -level financial
executives: it projects that inflation will average
7.8 % in 1982 and is expected to fall to 7.3 % in
1983. The panel, however, foresees Real
Gross National Product as averaging only
2.2% in 1982.

Italian Company Recasts Figures
Into U.S. GAAP Format
In a pioneering move designed to assist in its
expansion abroad, the Montedison Group —
world's eighth largest chemical company —has
recast its 1980 financial statements in U.S.
GAAP format. The Italian holding company,
which had more than $8 billion in sales and a
loss of $523 million in 1980, said its financial
statements were in substantial compliance with
the EEC 4th Directive and International accounting standards. Italian companies are attempting to bring their financial statements up
to levels in the rest of the industrialized world,
and Montedison is considered one of the leaders in this effort. In fact, shareholders appoint22

Bankers Support Economic Program
Others may be expressing doubts, but the nation's bankers support President Reagan's
economic policies and overwhelmingly agree
that the Economic Recovery Tax Act will benefit their industry, according to a survey taken by
Deloitte Haskins & Sells' Chicago office at the
Fifth Annual Conference for Bank Management. None of the bank managers felt the President's current economic program would fail,
but they believe the reduction in the rate of inflation will be gradual. Nine in ten bankers feel
interest rates
decrease over the six -month
period from November to April; after that period
the smaller banks believe rates will revert to an
increase later this year.
will

One -Third of Major Firms Seek
Acquisitions

"On average, U.K. auditors take more than
twice as long as U.S. auditors and half as long
again as French auditors," writes David Fanning in the September 11 th issue of Accountancy Age. Basing his conclusions upon a random
sample of 200 companies quoted on the London Stock Exchange, he says the average time
from between the date of the year end and the
publication of audited accounts is approximately 122 days. He suggests the disparity might be
explained by the very different relationship between British and American boards of directors
and their auditors. "British directors seem more
prepared to tolerate a reduced standard of performance than their American peers, it has
been argued, and the company /auditor relationship is significantly different."

Business /Accounting Briefs
Peat Marwick International's revenues rose
nearly 20% in the year ended June 30, 1981,
and chargeable hours were up 8.2 %.... Laventhol & Horwath has merged with the Denver
firm of Stark, Hochstadt, Kark & Co.... Marketing chiefs deemed a financial background most
important when asked which management
functions other than marketing they would recommend, according to Weston Group, Inc.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1982

Improving
Financial Information Systems
in Local Government
Many local government management information systems are
obsolete systems which provide only basic accounting information
rather than vital management information.

By Thomas E. Newkirk
Many of the fiscal problems in local governments
today can be attributed to inadequate financial information systems. The problem is widespread,
and is by no means limited to any one geographic
area. One major reason the problem is so common
is that current systems cannot sound early warning signals. If New York City and Cleveland had
adequate information systems, they might have
had time to avert fiscal crises that faced them in
the Seventies.
A modern financial management information
system involves more than just collecting and
processing information through a computer to assist in financial accounting and reporting. It is
also concerned with integrating the various local
government departments through an exchange of
information that will assist management in making decisions.
Over the last few years, it has become increasingly apparent that many local governments are
quickly outgrowing their accounting and information systems. These systems have grown to be
complex and cumbersome, and directed toward
0025-1690/82/6307-1472/$01.00/0

basic accounting information rather than vital
management information.
Growth as well as changes in local government,
such as consolidation of services and the restructuring of departments, have placed additional
strains on accounting systems. In recognition of
these problems, management of local government
must determine the best approach to address its
accounting and management information needs.
Generally, the task can be broken into three
major phases: needs determination, acquisition
and implementation, and operation. They provide
a workable framework within which to consider
the development ofa financial management information system for a governmental unit.

Thomas E. Newkirk is a
manager at Wooden&
Benson,CPAs,
Baltimore, Md. A CPA,
he holds a B.S. degree
from the University of
Maryland. He submitted
this article through the
Baltimore Chapter.

1. Needs determination sets the basis for the entire development process. It involves identifying and responding to the needs of all of the
systems's users — management, supervisory,
and clerical personnel.
2. Acquisition and Implementation. Once the
needs have been determined, the actual development or acquisition of a system can occur.
Implementation involves the process of installCopyright © 1982 by the National Association of Accountants
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Some needs
will be critically
important while
others will
represent a
'wish list'

ing and testing a system as well as assuring that
training and documentation have been provided. In addition, this phase requires management to be sensitive to potential personnel
problems brought about by organizational
changes.
3. Operation is an evolutionary phase that involves ongoing training, operational responsibility, and future system improvements.

inefficiencies, which create delays in recording
and reporting, occur because systems are typically
fragmented into numerous journals, registers and
subledgers, which must be posted or updated separately and later reconciled.
The environment in which governments operate
present factors that usually are not addressed
when an information system is originally developed, including:

The success of the development of a financial
management information system is highly dependent upon the commitment and involvement by
local officials to pull the three phases together.
Without this commitment and involvement, the
process can become fragmented, resulting in either an inadequate system or total failure.

Multiple Time Frames. Fiscal year activities are
usually addressed, but "inception -to- date" basis
required by grants and capital projects are not.
Different Accounting Concepts. GAAP may require modified accrual accounting, while governmental regulation or grant restrictions might require cash basis information.
Inquiry and Reporting Capability. Users generally
need information classified in various ways, systems that are developed as outlined above (fragmented or independent structures) generally do
not permit flexibility in inquiry or reporting.
Speed in Processing. The fragmented system typically requires more processing time and computer
resources than an integrated system would.

The Determination Process
The first and probably most important step in
developing a financial management information
system is to define the government's needs for information. To facilitate this process, a steering
committee is formed representing user departments of the government. The role of the steering
committee is to plan and implement the development process.
Specifically, in performing the needs determination phase, the steering committee should:
• Review the existing system for elements that
currently meet the needs and those that do not.
• Analyze current and future needs.
• Make a priority list.
• Perform on -site visits of similar jurisdictions
and evaluate their systems.
• Communicate the final needs assessment to
elected officials, management, and system staff.
The needs addressed are as diverse as the activities within a government, but not all needs are of
equal stature or make the same demands. Some
will be critically important, while others will represent a "wish list" from users. In addition to listing some of these problems and needs, we summarize here potential solutions and various options
available to the governmental unit. Our purpose is
to facilitate understanding of directions a steering
committee can take in implementing the development of a financial management information system.
Problems Encountered
Typical problems in traditional government financial information systems exist because systems
were developed in response to increased transaction volume in subactivities of the accounting or
budget process. Examples of subactivities include
payroll preparation, check writing, grant reporting, and capital project management. Additional
24

There are specific problems relative to these factors. One is the timeliness of information. The system was developed as independent subsystems are
needed. As a result, related data is not always retrievable. Scheduling the processing of needed information is difficult because of the effort required
to coordinate the various files and journals. To
close more often than monthly is not cost efficient.
The result is that reports regarding transactions
made in the first few days of the month could take
as much as six weeks to get to the department
involved. By this time, the information is no longer useful and, therefore, manual records are being
kept in many cases. This becomes more critical in
the last few months of the fiscal year.
There also seems to be a lack of uniform or
consistent methods of getting information regarding capital projects into the system. No clear responsibility is assigned to control the project from
beginning to end. There is little or no matching of
the revenues and expenses of any given project
and the status of a project at any point in time is
difficult to obtain.
Again, there seems to be no consistent or uniform method to get information regarding grants
into the system. The system does not always preserve needed information in the format required,
and in the case of the manual systems used, some
information may not be preserved at all. There are
also cases where reporting responsibilities are not
clearly defined.
Another problem is that some financial reports
are not useful. There are instances where not
enough detail is available and others where too
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1982
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much information is presented. The amount of de- procedures are lacking, to the point that data intail available is not consistent with the hierarchi- tegrity cannot be preserved.
cal structure of the organization. In some
instances individuals are not provided with the in- Identifying Needs
formation needed to address the responsibilities of
We have attempted to condense the many infortheir jobs. This deficiency indicates a need to re- mation needs into two tables. Table 1 itemizes the
vise distribution lists. Related accounts are not al- needs of the government that relate to the probways presented in an easy -to- understand manner. lems that exist in current systems, as discussed in
There are shortcomings of the system for process- the previous section. Table 2 is an itemization, by
ing information for financial reports including: in- category, of secondary needs. The tables are not
adequate audit trails, one -sided entries, and the mutually exclusive, and therefore, meeting the
inability to enter contract information into the needs listed in Table 1 may readily facilitate resystem without the use of a purchase order. Fur- solving the needs in Table 2. Item numbers are for
thermore, the financial statements produced by reference convenience only. No attempt was made
the system are not in accordance with standards to rank or sort the items.
set by such accounting bodies as the American
In any analysis of the needs of a governmental
Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AIC- unit, there are a few points to keep in mind rePA) or the Municipal Financial Officers Associa- garding the effects of making changes. One is that
tion (MFOA).
changes in organizational structure often must be
Finally, management information needed to made. Another is that clear lines of responsibility
make management decisions, or perform tasks ef- and authority must be established that correspond
ficiently is not always available. This factor some- to the flow of information. Finally, manual procetimes results from data bases not being easily built dures for an EDP system must reflect changes
or maintained by the current system. Related ac- made to either hardware or software. In other
counts or information may not always be easily words, many of the options and alternatives will
accessed or retrieved. In some cases, formal input require cross training of employees, changes in
Table 1
Needs of Government Relating to
Problems of Current System
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I. Budget a. actual information received
timely enough to be useful.

Revise software to integrate system /upgrade
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Revise account structurelemploy tranwerion
Classification tables and utility retrieval software.
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Revise input constraints/use forms management
more effectively.
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S. CZ01 projapa rep0Nag;
a. Track status on timely basis from inception
to current date.
b. Relater) income and expense onone schedule
e. Taal parameters on schedule (to determine
paean completed or percent overrun on
p elan)
d, B1lminate need for contract revision by set-

Revise software to integrate system /revise
forms management, upgrade equipment to
Provide telecommunications capability; employ
Imnsaofon classificationtables;employ utility
retrieval software.
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3
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3

3

4

Revise software to eliminate shortcomings /new
software to include edit checking and audit
trail.
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3

3

4

2. Revise report to conform to
organizatirm.
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ting up realistic (actual expected) amounts in
beglnning.

e. CConsistent, uniform method of inpuong
data by all departments.
f. Proper audit trail for life of project.
S. Project expenditures broken down by contractor.
d. Eliminate one-sided entries, zero -O entries,
disappearing transact ions. rever se effect of
debits and credits.
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eat account numbers

Use finder ending.
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S. Grant management:
a. Breakdown of accounts should correspond
to information needed for grant reponing.
b. Preservation of data should be adequate for
grant audits.
c. Time difference in recognition of expenses
and corresponding grant revenue.
d. Consistent and uniform provision for input.
ing Information into the system is needed.
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Revise software to integrate system /revise
account structure to recognize related accounts;
employ utility retrieval software: upgrade hardware to give telecommunications capabilities.
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9. Integrate aeeoaaliag records of all depart
ments:
a, Consistent and uniform input procedures.
b. Computerized records.
c. Recognition of related accounts for purposes
o! properly reporting for an enterprise fund.

Revise account struciure to accept information/
revise software to integrate system; employ
utility retrieval software.
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1

3
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10. Revise fbuacW reports to comply with
reporting requirements of the AICPA and
MFOA.

Revise software /new software designed in comply with most current reporting requirements.
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policies and procedures, and formal revision of
documentation and procedural manuals.
Following are some notes regarding the information in Tables 1 and 2:

some correspondence between the needs and
alternatives available. The values assigned in
the grid are subjective and would vary with the
final product which would be produced under
any alternative. The following guidelines were
used to assign the values:

1. The "Scope of Potential Resolutions" includes
the types of solutions or concepts to be employed to address the item. Comments before
the slash (/) are generally the minimum effort.
Comments following the slash (/ ) are other
optional means to address the needs in greater
depth. These resolutions are presented as
guidelines only.
2. The grid of options is intended to establish

Value points
assigned

Extent to which the
need would be addressed

None
Minimal
Moderate
Most
All

0
1
2
3
4

Table 2
Needs of Government Relating to
Desires of County Personnel
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Item

stopis of potential resolodotes

I. New or revised subsystems:
a. Accounts receivable - cash receipts system:
I. Property tax collection.
2. Uliiitim collections.
b. Payroll:
I. Breakdown between regular and overtime.
2. Burden system for holidays and vacation.
3. Night shift differential.
4. Maintenance of volunteer hours.
c. Computerize for property tax bills:
I. Follow up: second notice.
2. Multiple mortgages held by one institution.
3. Half year tax rolls and bills.
d. Election records:
I . Preprinted registration cards for voters.
2. Computer generated voter record.
3. Computerized election rolls that do not
require hand posting.
c. Owned rental property infutmatiun:
I. Revenue and expense.
2. Renewal dates for leases.

Revise software to integrate system /revise
forms management; employ transaction classi(canon tables: employ utility retrieval software;
upgrade equipment to give telecommunications
capability.

1

2

2.3

2

3

4

3

3

2-3

4

2. New data bases:
a. Real property information:
I. Assessments and collations.
2. Off - conveyance information.
3. Owned property.
4. Coordination with census data.
5. Coordination with fire districts.
6. Correspondence with elation districts.
7. Zoning coordination - industrial use
g. Number, type and date of permits issued.
9. Pere test results.
10, Water sample results.
11. Information on wells and septic systems.
b. Personnel:
1. Use of turn- around document.
2. Name, address, salary position, et al.
3. Leave information,
4. Sick leave.
5. Evaluation including warning of treed.
6. Personnel actions.
c. Equipment- vehicles: grounds maintenance:
I. Manufacturers (vendors).
2. Size and type specifications.
3. Maintenance history.
4. Operating rules /hours /years.
5. Insurance /maintenance contract coverage.
d. Qualified vendor lists for bidding purposes.
e. Zoning and code requirements for permits
f. Fixes) axets;
I. Property number issued (tag systeml.
2. Integration with purchase system.
3. Life and depreciation information.
4. Integration with maintenance (see c above).
5. Son by multiple category including vendor.
g. Mailing lists, property owners, et al.

Revise software structure /employ transaction
ehsstfinrtnm tables: employ utility retrieval
software.

0

1.2

2.3

2

3

4

3

3.4

2.3

-•

3. Statistical Information:
a. Energy costs of owned properties in other
than dollars
b. Use of services (e.g. Bureau or Aging,
Recreation and Parks, Museum, recovery
numbers of individuals using.
c.�State's�attorney�•�case�load�by�disposition
and limi
udge:
repeat
day
t advi
c. offender information; Igo

Revise software to relate appropriate accounts/
employ utility retriewal software: upgrade hard ware to provide telecommunications capability.

1

2-3

3.4

2

3

4

3

3

3.4

4

Revise softwaWemploy transaction clussjjinibun tables; upgrade hardware to provide
telecommunications.

2

3

3

2

3

4

3

3

3

4

d. Sheriff's Department - papers served by
name, type and date.
4, Inventories:
a. Vehicle parts.
b. Roads - complete.
c. Road signs- complete.
d, Museum - artifacts.
e. Other
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Table 3
Options and Alternatives - 1
Option

Obtain exchange
software

Cost range

Intrinsic

$25,1100 - 5100,000

$75,000 - $150,000

525,000475,000

Time frame

NI A

2 -5 years

3 -5 years

1 -2 years

Some basis to start with.
Possible cost saving.

Allows for complete
revision and new design
of file structure.
Allows more flexibility
to use latest design
ideas.
Cost is over a period of
time.

Less costly than some
alternatives.
More quickly implemented.

•
•

Must increase DP staff.
Reinventing what has
been tried and proven.

•

•

Does not allow complete
integration of programs.

•

Inadequate records.
Untimely information,
L.itile management
information.

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Hire more personnel
Formulate specifications
of system.
Program.
Test,
De -bug.
Implement.
Evaluate.

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hire more personnel.
Rank changes.
Design revised system.
Program.
Test.
De -bug.
Implement.
Evaluate system.

•

No action.
•

Approach

•

•

•

•

•

Disadvantages

•

•

•

Only cost involved is
loss due to inadequate
record keeping.

•

•

Advantages

•

Revise software
New system written
in -house from scratch

•

Extensive revision of
current system

•

Alternative

Continue to patch
current programs

As alternatives are narrowed and investigated,
the values should be updated as various possibilities within each alternative are explored. However, in reality, there are only three options available: make no changes, revise the software, and
upgrade the hardware and revise software.
What makes such a project complex is that
within each option there are several alternatives;
within each alternative are numerous possibilities.
Unfortunately, the options and alternatives depicted in Table 3 are not as clear -cut or mutually
exclusive as they may seem. The final decision
may involve something of a mixture of more than
one alternative. Each alternative presents an array
of possibilities which are dependent upon the capacity and desires of the governmental unit. Table
3 illustrates the various means by which information needs can be met.
The information given for each alternative is
designed to put each in perspective and to outline
the approaches that could be followed for each. A
steering committee may well be able to eliminate
several alternatives very quickly and concentrate
its effort on two or three.
Any consideration of the various options and
alternatives must take into account several issues
in determining the government's capacity to undertake a major change in its financial system.
One is the relationship of financial resources and
the budgetary process to the total cost of the
change. Another is the personnel resources and
the impact a change will make on users of the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1982

Nfust modify to suit
needs.
Must add on programs
and subsystems not
included.
Usually not state -ofthe -art.

There is no such
thing as a 100010
integrated
system.

Define specifications.
Determine packages
available.
Evaluate fit and determine best package.
Modify and update.
Test modifications.
Implement.
Evaluate system.

system. External pressures that affect local governmental units more than an enterprise entity
must also be considered. A study of the existing
system and the influence its development will have
on any change is also important. Finally, a review
of the commitment and attention level of all personnel involved with the project is also a significant fact. What is obvious is that any major
change to the financial system must be carefully
thought out and planned if success is to be expected.
One concept that will have an influence over
any major changes to the financial system deals
with how integrated the system is. Most governmental systems consist of a group of independent
systems which were designed on an "as needed"
basis. Integrating the system, if possible, will permit better integrity of data and more efficient data
processing operations.
It should be noted that there is no such thing as
a 100% integrated system, and that there have
been numerous unsuccessful efforts at achieving a
fully integrated system.
Obtaining Software
In upgrading an EDP system, the procurement
of software is probably the most important step in
that it represents significant costs and determines
the ultimate success of the system. It is for this
reason that decisions relating to software should
not be taken lightly. There are two ways of obtaining software: either develop it in -house or procure
27

Table 3
Options and Alternatives - 2

Alternative

$125,000 -up

$150,001 - $400,000

$150,000-$400,000

1 -1'/ years

1 -3 years

I -]'/ years

1 -1'/ years

-

Upgrade hardware and revise software
Purchase hardware
conlracl for
custom software

3 -5 years
•

Most steeds addressed.
Somewhat less costly than buying
package with new hardware.

•

Advantages

•

Time required to implement.
Must hire personnel.

Cost.

•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define specifications from needs.
Design system.
Write R FP for hardware that will
support anticipated system.
Preliminary programming.
Evaluate proposals.
Purchase hardware.
Install hardware.
Complete programming.
Test.
De -bug.
Implement.
Evaluate system.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Approach

•

•

Disadvantages

2 -5 years
All needs addressed.
No in -house expertise has to be
hired.

•

Time frame

$200,000 -up

•

$125,0004350,000

•

Co s trange

Define specifications from needs.
Get bids from so ftware vendors.
Award hid.
Work with contractor to design
system and define hardware
requirements.
Write RFP for hardware.
Evaluate proposals.
Contractor programs system.
Purchase hardware.
Test and de -bug.
Implement system.
Evaluate system.

•

More costly than just
revising software.

Same as for purchasing
proprietary software
except RFP would
include software and
hardware.

•

Will usually address
more needs.
Timeliness addressed
better.
Telecommunications
capability available.
Vendor takes on responsibility.

•

Define specifications
from needs.
Obtain bids from software contractors.
Award bid.
Work with contractor
to design system.
Contrac t for p rograms
system.
Test system.
Refine.
Implement.
Evaluate system.

Table 3
Option and Alternatives 3

Alternative

•

Costly.

it from external sources. In recent years, municipalities have gotten away from in -house development. There are several reasons for this. A shortage of good programmers makes it costly to hire

Purchase hardware
revise software
in-house

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define specifications
from needs.
Write request for proposal (RFP).
Distribute RFP.
Evaluate proposals
Decide best proposal.
Purchase.
Work with contractor
to modify s oftware to
needs of government.
Train.
Implement.
Evaluate.

•

Cost is up front.
Cost is higher than
obtaining public domain
and, in general, writing in- house.

Address all needs of
County 100 07o

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Approach

•

•

Disadvantages

Will usually fit more
needs than public
domains software.
Less costly than custom
software.
Quic ker to imp lement.
No additional personnel
needed.
Near state -of- the -art.

•

875,0(X)- $175,000

•

Cost range
Time frame
Advantages

Option

Upgrade hardware and devise software
Purchase hardware
buy software package
Turn-key purchase

Revise software
Contract for
Purchase
custom software
proprietary software

Option

Same as turn -key
purchase except that
government assumes
coordination between
hardware vendor and
software package.

More costly than just
revising software.

Same as turn -key
purchase except two
RFP's would likely be
used.

the expertise needed for what will likely be a
"onetime" project. Writing your own programs is
essentially reinventing the wheel because there are
numerous products that have been tested and
proved effective. Finally, in -house programming
requires more time than is generally available.
The advantages to developing your own system
are that this procedure directly addresses your
needs, would not need modification, and would
probably be better documented.
There are several ways that software can be
procured from external sources. One way i s to
contract a software vendor to write custom software specifically to meet the government's needs
and operate on its equipment. Another way is to
purchase proprietary software which is a package
developed by a vendor and licensed to various
governmental units for a fee. Proprietary rights
usually remain with the vendor.
In the past few years, notable progress has been
made in the development of data and file management as well as report writing software. Fees are
charged for proprietary software; therefore, the
product usually has to meet some standards which
means that documentation and support is superior
to other packages. Nonproprietary software is
available through exchange or transfer from other
municipalities or from the public domain (packlo-lit, 35
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A Personal Information
System Checkup
By performing a PERIS examination on a regular basis,
you can improve the quality of your decision making
by improving the quality of your information.

By Bradley M. Roof
Every manager is in a sense a small manufacturing operation. Similar to the manufacturing process, the manager begins with a raw material, in
this case information. To that raw material he applies technology (his analytical abilities, intuition
and judgment) to produce the finished good, a
decision. As in any manufacturing operation, the
quality of output is a function of both technological and raw material quality. All too often, managers devote considerable resources to the improvement of decision - making technology and at
the same time neglect the assurance of information quality.
One tool that managers can employ to assure
the quality of information in the decision- making
process is a physical examination of their Personal
Information Systems (PERIS). What is a PERIS
and how does it relate to the manager's decision making process?
Simply put, the PERIS is all those processes
through which you as a manager receive data used
in decision making. The key to understanding and
evaluating the adequacy of your PERIS is to envision it as an aggregation of separate processes
which produce information; it is not solely the information generated. The mechanisms that gener0025 - 1690/82/6307- 1138/$01.0010

ate data must be evaluated in order to assure
quality information. Any one process within the
PERIS will include information gathering, some
form of synthesis, and receiving of information by
the manager through reporting or retrieval.
Any particular manager's PERIS may encompass information - generating processes both
internal and external to the organization. These
processes may be formal or informal, and highly
structured or not. Contracted market research,
regular organizational meetings, a perpetual inventory system, industry and economic forecasting, and simple office conversation —all represent
possible elements of a manager's PERIS.
PERIS and Decision Making
The types of decisions produced by managers
are probably infinite, but there is a general paradigm within which all managers function. This
model is the management cycle illustrated in Figure 1. In the course of meeting his responsibilities,
each manager may make decisions in each phase
of this management paradigm. Obviously, individual managerial responsibilities and organizational
characteristics will determine the extent of decision making in each phase. Nevertheless, each
manager to some degree will manufacture decisions within each.
Copyright ®1982 by the National Association of Accountants
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The PERlS is all
those processes
through which
you as manager
receive data
used in decision
making

The relationship of PERIS to this management
model is best understood by examining the generic
information needs of each phase. In the planning
process the manager defines goals and objectives
to be realized within certain time horizons. Any
sound planning begins with an assessment of the
environment, including an identification of opportunities and obstacles. Then, the manager defines
organizational strengths and weaknesses under his
control and establishes goals and objectives to realize attractive opportunities and minimize exposure to obstacles. In planning, the need for environmental information is greatest. For example, a
manager in charge of strategic planning would require information on both present and predicted
economic conditions as well as industry characteristics including detailed data on competition, suppliers, and consumers.
The PERIS must embrace information processes external to the organization that collectively
produce a quality information foundation for environmental analysis. Through competitive or
past performance analysis, strengths and weaknesses under the manager's control can be clearly
defined. Planning information of poor quality diminishes the manager's acuity in defining his goals
and objectives. This lack compromises his ability
to exploit opportunities and minimize risk exposure.
In the organization phase, the manager selects a
combination of resources he controls that will
most likely realize his short- and long -term objectives. Here the manager's fundamental concern is

which the manager exercises discretionary authority. This includes not only financial measures but
operational measures, for example, sales force
numbers or plant capacities. Second, information
reported or retrieved must permit the manager to
measure the resources expended resulting from
unique decisions. Finally, the manager must be
able to identify those measures of operating effectiveness and efficiency that permit a clear evaluation of goal and objective attainment relative to
resources expended.
By fulfilling these information needs, PERIS
will help the manager design an organizational
structure that closely relates controllable resource
identification, resource expenditure, decisions,
and success measures. For example, assume the
marketing vice president of a decentralized regional cement products company has established
an increase in regional market share as a goal. To
assure a quality organizational structure appropriate for this goal, the vice president's PERIS must
meet the organizational information needs adequately. The marketing resources measure may be
the marketing budget or number of salesmen. In
the decentralized organization, the vice president
would have control over these resources. By measuring increments in advertising expenditures or
other marketing costs, the resources expended relative to each decision could be clearly measured.
The increase in market share would serve as a
measure of success and sales per salesman, or per
expense dollar, would measure efficiency. With
this information, the vice president can more easi-

Figure 1
Relative Importance of Environmental and Internal Information
Internal
information needs

Environmental
Information needs
High

Moderate

Low

EVALUATION

ORGANIZAT ION

IMPLEMENT AT ION

to develop policies and operating procedures that
will permit an efficient and effective expenditure of
resources. At the same time, he also must preserve
his flexibility to recognize and respond to future
environmental changes —for example, competitive
reactions or economic conditions.
There are varied information needs which the
PERIS must satisfy to assure quality organizational phase decisions. These needs may be both
internal and external in nature. The PERIS must
identify and measure available resources over
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LOW

PLANNING

Moderate

High

ly develop organizational policies and procedures
that closely relate decision making, resource expenditure, and goal and objective attainment.
In the implementation phase, policies and procedures derived in the organizational phase are
applied to attain goals and objectives. The result is
resource expenditure plans and budgets and their
execution. In developing and executing plans in
the implementation phase, the manager has three
generic information needs. In order to develop operating plans, the PERIS must include processes
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which supply information on the relationship between expended resources and objective attainment or their surrogate success measures of effectiveness and efficiency. Often prior experiences
with identical or similar situations can provide
this information. But with nonrepetitive tasks, the
manager may have to use external information or
estimates. Without some insight into the cause and -effect relationship of resource expenditure
and the attainment of the objective, the manager's
operating plans are a shot in the dark.
In the execution of the operating plans, the
PERIS should provide an accurate accounting of
resource expenditure. This accounting should define not only quantity of resources consumed but
should include the timing of their consumption
and an aggregation of resources expended that
conforms to the same aggregation criteria in the
operating plans. In addition to accumulating data
on resource expenditure, the PERIS should provide quality information on the timing and extent
of effectiveness and efficiency.
The information need for the final implementation phase is a continuous monitoring of the environment. The PERIS should generate information
on those environment attributes that may compel
the manager to revise operating plans in order to
meet the challenges and opportunities of a changing environment. Certainly the success variables
will encompass some external information, for example, market share increases, but monitoring
certain external information used in the planning
phase may be necessary to assure a timely response to environmental changes.
The evaluation phase relies to a great extent on
the PERIS processes of the preceding three phases. In the evaluation phase, the manager appraises
the adequacy of both operating performance and
the quality of the planning, organizational and implementation effort. The manager judges the acceptability of goal and objective attainment by analyzing the variable measurements of efficiency
and effectiveness in the face of differing expected
and actual environment contexts. Returning to
the cement firm in the example, an increased market share falling below the stated goal may be acceptable, in fact excellent, if the overall market
growth fell short of growth expectations established in the planning process.
The second evaluation process function is an
examination of managerial decision quality. Here
the manager must judge how well he performed as
a manager. To make this judgment, the manager
needs to scrutinize the quality of the decision
manufacturing process. To do this, he must judge
the quality of both his PERIS and his decision making technological capabilities or take a "physical examination."
Two important ground rules should be observed during the physical examination. First,
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conduct the examination by documenting in writing your responses to each step in the examination
program. Unless you have only limited responsibilities and require an equally limited amount of
information, the volume of material you will consider in the examination will quickly become unmanageable. Also, documenting the examination
will structure your thinking and force you to be
more definite about your information needs and
the adequacy of your PERIS.
The second ground rule is, follow the examination procedures in the order presented. The examination procedure is designed to help you analyze
your PERIS within the perspective of fulfilling information decision needs. If the examination is
performed out of sequence, you may find yourself
approaching the examination with a viewpoint unduly influenced by the characteristics of your existing PERIS configuration.
Responsibilities, Decisions
and Information Needs
The physical exam does not begin with an analysis of your PERIS; it begins with an analysis of
your responsibilities. The importance of this procedure is not only to identify your general and
functional obligations but to define those basic
business functions you will manage in fulfilling
them. Your decisions are made within the parameters of these functions. And, by identifying them,
you have defined responsibilities within a decision- making context.
First, list your general responsibilities. For example, a corporate treasurer might identify working capital management and long -term financing
among others in his responsibility portfolio. Once
general responsibilities have been completely defined, break each general obligation into smaller
functional responsibilities. The criteria for identifying these lesser responsibilities should be homogeneity of business functions performed in fulfilling them.
Continuing with our hypothetical corporate
treasurer, working capital management consists of
many functions including aet:ounts receivable administration, cash management, and temporary
investments. Consider cash management momentarily. Cash management is a functional responsibility and a homdgeneous business function.
Unique business debisions will be made in managing this function which will require information
generated by a quality information process. This
process is part of the PERIS.
Business functions are closely related, but each
encompasses a separate functional and decision making process. Within the context of PERIS
analysis, the business function is the relevant decision context. Aggregate or general responsibility
fulfillment is a matter of orchestrating functional
decisions under the manager's control and coordi-

Often managers
are satisfied to
make decisions
using inherited
inferior
information
produced by
inferior systems
which they do
not understand.
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you

nating actions ofassociate managers.
Next, the PERIS examination provides a structural approach to defining information needs required in a functional decision- making paradigm,
its phases, general information needs and generic
decisions presented and discussed earlier.
For each ofthe functional responsibilities previously identified, determine the phases of the paradigm in which you make decisions — planning, organization, implementation, and evaluation. (See
Figure 1). Depending on the industry, organizational character or nature of your responsibilities,
it is quite possible that for each functional responmay not make decisions in all four
sibility
paradigm phases.
Returning to our corporate treasurer, the board
of directors or president may establish the credit
policies of the corporation, thus obviating the
need for the treasurer to make planning decisions
relevant to accounts receivable administration.
The treasurer would then make the organizational, implementational, and evaluation decisions
necessary to fulfill his receivable responsibilities.
Having defined the applicable phases of the
management paradigm, use the information presented in Table 1 to identify the decisions you
must make. The information in Table 1 is intend-

Table 1
Management Decision- Making Paradigm
Paradigm phase

Generic decisions

Generic Information needs

Planning

Goals and objectives
selection

Environmental assessment
Strength and weakness
determination
Opportunity and obstacle
identification

Organization

Operating policies and
procedures selection

Discretionary resource
identification
Decision /resource consumption relationships
Success measures identi&
cation

Implementation

Resource expenditure plans
and execution

Resource consumption/
objective attainment
relationships
Resource planning /consumption reporting criteria
Success measure reporting
criteria
Environmental monitoring
assessment

Evaluation

Adequacy of goals and
objectives attainment
Adequacy of managerial
decision- making

Operating period environmental monitoring
Goals and objectives realization
PERIS analysis
Decision making capabilities
assessment

ed to provide only general guidance for this task.
Your efforts should be focused on your particular
circumstances and the decision description should
be specific.
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Continuing with our accounts receivable example, "take appropriate action on accounts during
operating period" lacks focus and provides little
insight into specific action required. More specific
is "provide customer credit limit approvals, and
select follow -up procedures for delinquent accounts," which focuses on the types of decisions
to be made. A clearer understanding and definition of the required decisions makes the assessment ofinformation needs more effective and efficient.
After all required decisions are appropriately
identified, define the information needed to make
each one. Again Table 1 provides some general
guidance on the nature of information needed in
each management phase. But remember this outline is intended to structure your own analysis.
Your specification should address the information
needs of your personal decisions.
There are two concepts which should guide
your determination ofinformation needs. The first
is information structure. Information structure
pertains to how the information gets to you and
what format it takes. The general decision characteristics determine optimal information structure.
For example, the regularity and frequency of the
decision may influence structure. Although there
are exceptions, the more irregular or frequent the
decision, the more likely the information should
be retrieved by the decision maker rather than obtained through a report. Retrieval permits information access at the discretion of the decision
maker rather than at intervals determined by the
report production process.
The subjectivity of the decision also influences
structure. Subjective decisions require narrative
information provided through either written or
verbal communication. On the other hand, objective data is often communicated effectively and efficiently in numeric, written format.
The decision specificity affects information
structure. If the particular decision is broad in
scope and import, the information needed may be
very general in nature. For example, in capital
budgeting decisions, market expectations may be
based on general market trends rather than on
specific detailed research. Specific decisions tend
to dictate highly structured written reports while
general decisions require a broader information
structure.
Information content is the second of two concepts which influence assessment of information
needs. Information content embraces three basic
issues. The first and most important to consider is
the information message. The information message is the conceptual content. It should be designed to improve the decision maker's understanding of his environment and relevant decision
issues. The best way to define the requisite information message for each decision is to pose a
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1982
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question that the information must answer. If the
information question is appropriately defined and
answered, then the information message will satisfy the decision maker's need for information.
The information message may take many different forms depending on the type of decision. The
message may be expressed in financial terms, units
of resources, ratios or in numerous other fashions.
But, remember, it will only be expressed in the
terms you specify. Unless your information question is properly defined, your information need
will be unsatisfied to some degree.
The second issue pertaining to information content is information volume. The important aspect
of information volume is to recognize that, subject
to the law of diminishing returns, each increment
of information adds value to your decision making, but it also has a cost. The benefit is its ability
to reduce variability between anticipated and actual expectations resulting from your decision.
Reduction of outcome variability increases the expected value of your decision. The cost, however,
is not solely limited to cost of generating the additional information. The additional cost of working
with the data and the opportunity cost of applying
incremental information resources to this particular decision rather than elsewhere are also relevant costs.
The third significant issue in information content is the level of information aggregation. Information can he aggregated within a particular time
period, which is latitudinal aggregation; or the information of several time periods can be aggregated, longitudinal aggregation. Aggregation always
limits the level of information detail. The important issue is establishing the level of aggregation
that is acceptable. The potential loss resulting
from limiting the detail of information varies, depending on the decision. But the method to evaluate that risk is identical for all decisions. As the
level of aggregation increases, the cost of creating
and using information decreases. At the same
time, however, the benefit derived from the information also decreases. The variability between actual and expected decision outcomes increases as
the manager's information becomes more imperfect through aggregation, consequently reducing
the benefit obtained from the decision.
Before beginning the review of your existing
PERIS, consider the importance of the procedures
already performed. By identifying responsibilities
at the functional level, the procedures permit a
close correlation between responsibilities and the
decisions that are necessary to fulfill them. Subsequently relating those decisions to their information needs produces not only a strong relationship
between the two, but also relates information
needs with primary managerial responsibilities.
Responsibilities have been translated into required
decisions, and required decisions into information

needs. Therefore, information needs are defined to
fulfill responsibilities. This process represents an
efficient and effective means of defining a manager's information needs.
The Existing PERIS Structure
Disregard temporarily the procedures already
performed and their results, and list all your present sources of information. Take your time and be
thorough. Include reports, data bases, meetings,
significant literature and personal research to
name but a few. List every source from which you
receive any information used in your course of
doing business, no matter how trivial or how seldomly used.
Once you have completed the listing of existing
sources, analyze the character of information received from those sources. In that analysis, use
the same general criteria previously used in defining information needs. These criteria include all
attributes of information content, including volume, aggregation, and a clear description of the
information message, as well as information structure.
Now you are prepared to reconcile your information needs with information presently available. The important issue is: Don't make a round
peg fit into a square hole. If you have performed
the preceding examination steps with due care,
there should be no need to revise either the information needs or present information characteristics. Many of your. current information sources
may not neatly match your defined information
needs. That is probably because they have some
deficiency, not because you erred in performing
the examination.
Once this match making is completed, there
probably will be some unfulfilled information
needs and some extra source of information. Set
aside the unused information sources. They are
excess baggage which you will probably be able to
discard and never miss. By deleting them from
your information portfolio, you will save information costs and, chances are, improve your managerial efficiency.
PERIS Improvement
As noted earlier, the PERIS is not the information, but the entire group of processes which produces the information. Examine the matchings of
information need and present information characteristics one at a time to assure the quality of information provided. This process begins with an
information review to ensure once again that the
information does indeed fulfill the need specified
for each decision. In many cases, this may mean
some marginal realignment of information structure or content to more clearly meet the information need.
After the information is reviewed, examine the
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remaining two elements of individual information generating processes. These are the data base and
the synthesis process. In reviewing the data base
from which information was extracted, look not
only for data errors but also identify and correct
data collection procedures which would permit errors to go unnoticed. Improvements in collection
and data management procedures will add considerable integrity to the information process. In case
you are unfamiliar with the process data base content, examine it closely. An understanding of the
data supporting the information you use is essential to sound decision making.
Some information you may use will undergo
considerable synthesis either in the form of mathematical calculations or structural arrangement. It is
important to test these operations to assure a genuine understanding of the process and to establish
that the operations performed are appropriate in
the circumstances. Ignorance of the information
process or underlying operations may foster inadequate or erroneous uses of information.
For example, decision makers often violate process constraints or assumptions unknown to them.
Assume a district sales supervisor evaluates salesmen's performance using a report which he believes
includes sales returns when in fact it does not.
Obviously, the supervisor may be neglecting impor-

tant information relevant to the salesmen's impact
on operating costs and customer satisfaction.
If you find unfulfilled information needs, design
and implement information processes which satisfy them. In fact, a weak existing PERIS may require comprehensive revisions which may be done
at the same time you satisfy the unfulfilled needs.
Regardless of the extent of needed new processes,
the principles remain the same.
It would be impossible to describe all the possible maladies you will discover in performing the
physical examination of your PERIS, but see the
glossary of some of the more common ailments.
Each year managers assume new responsibilities, and relinquish old ones. In order to meet
their changing responsibilities, they acquire new
skills to improve the quality of their decisions. But
the quality decision is derived through quality decision skills and quality information.
All too often, managers are satisfied to make
decisions using inherited inferior information produced by inferior sy §kems. Or they complacently
choose information generated by currently available processes. By performing a PERIS examination each time your responsibilities change, you
can improve the quality of your decision making
by improving the quality of your information —
the raw material of decision making.

It is impossible
to describe all
the possible
maladies you
will discover in
performing a
PERIS physical
examination.

IMPROVING FINANCIAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT
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ages developed using federal or state funds).
There is an opportunity here to benefit from the
experience of other local governments, but significant modification is normally required. Although
there are other users who would be able to assist
in modifying and implementing these packages,
real support (including training and documentation) is minimal. Numerous checklists, flowcharts, and guidelines are available to aid in the
evaluation, selection, and implementation of soft ward. The request for proposal (RFP) is an essential tool in evaluating software and hardware.
Other Technology Available
As for computer hardware, there are a few areas that may have some effect on decisions. Computer technology has continued to increase at a
phenomenal rate. Capital inve9ted in the business
computer field has promoted the development of
equipment with far greater capacity than five
years ago at the same or even less cost.
The high cost of core memory and mass storage
devices (such as magnetic disk units) is no longer
the constraint it once was in system development.
Environmental requirements such as space, temMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1982

perature, and humidity are not as critical as they
have been. Numerous workstations and /or terminals can now be supported by much smaller processing units. The computer resource unit to dollar
ratio is constantly improving.
Perhaps the most significant progress is in the
area of minicomputer /microprocessor technology
which has brought new meaning to peripheral devices. "Intelligent" terminals can process information for immediate use in an on -line basis prior to
updating master files on the host computer.
Through access to terminals located within the
various departments, users can process and control data without intervention by data processing.
Other advances made in recent years include
development of data base management systems
that do not require the computer resources they
once did and an effort to interface with other applications such as word processing and mass copying. There is unlimited information available on
the latest developments as well as guidelines on
the evaluation, selection, and installation of computer hardware. All these options should be explored by local government managers intent on
improving their MIS.
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Training MIS Users
Through Simulation
One of the major advantages of using a simulation model is that it
can be integrated with the actual MIS, thereby reducing
both development and operating costs.

By Warren A. DeBord and Jerry D. Siebel
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User training is universally recognized as one of
the most critical tasks in the successful development and implementation of a Management Information System (MIS). Users must be trained in
two general areas— preparation of input and effective use of the various outputs. Input preparation
is almost always clerical or routine in nature but
there are two drastically different categories of
output and, therefore, two ways to use output.
Much of the output generated by a MIS is used in
a very structured (programmable) way.
For example, the order entry /accounts receivable application might produce an invoice for
each sale transaction. The user of this output is a
clerk who checks the batch totals, notes the first
and last invoice numbers, scans them for obvious
errors, files one copy, and sends the other copies
to the mailroom. These user activities are completely programmable in the sense that the proper
action for each possible condition can be spelled
out in advance.
The most significant output from a MIS, however, is used in an unstructured (nonprogrammable) way. For example, consider the Sales Activity
Report in Table 1. How is the reader (e.g., the
0025- 1690/82/6307- 0900/$01.00/0

sales manager) supposed to use this report? What
should he do if sales are 9% below plan? 1 1 %
above plan? What should he do if a salesman
made 13% fewer calls on new prospects than his
quota? Clearly, detailed instructions specifying
the optimal action for each possible condition cannot be specified in advance.
The vast majority of present MIS user training
deals with the programmable tasks —input preparation and the handling of routine outputs. Yet
the big payoff on the investment in a MIS lies in
improving the quality of the nonprogrammable
decisions which are based, at least in part, on the
more complex outputs. One large company decided to capture this untapped potential by providing
intensive training in decision making using the information generated by a new MIS.
Information and Decisions
Figure 1 depicts the use of output from an information system in the decision- making process.
The output from the system is used as input to a
prediction model which produces a prediction of
the outcome expected to result from taking each
of the actions available to the decision maker
(there must be more than one action available or
there is no decision to be made). The preferred
Copyright 0 1982 by the National Association of Accountants

action is chosen based on the desirability of the
predicted outcomes. The action taken, along with
environmental factors beyond the decision maker's control, determines the result achieved.
A new MIS will produce several unique information outputs and may redefine some seemingly
familiar outputs. In either case, new prediction
and choice models to bridge the gap between the
system output and managerial action must be devt:loped. For example, suppose that a new management information system included a procedure

ly 7% lower as a result.
2. Jones' pride will be hurt, his morale will suffer,
and he will make even fewer calls next month,
leading to his termination. A replacement will
require six months' training and there is only a
60% chance that he will be as good as Jones.
In an actual situation, the sales manager would
probably search for a more acceptable action, but,
assuming he is limited to these two, he would
choose an action on the basis of desirability of the

Figu re 1
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for establishing quotas for sales calls and for re- predicted outcomes. Dealing with unstructured
porting actual calls, thus making it possible to decisions of this type is a relatively new facet of
produce the "call" portion of Table I as an out- computer -based systems.
put. To use the new information effectively, the
sales manager must develop workable prediction Simulation: One Effective Solution
and choice models. The prediction model must
There are probably several approaches to trainpredict the joint effect of deviations in the number ing those who are to base significant decisions at
of calls made and each possible action.
least partially on the output of a new management
To illustrate, salesman J. Jones (see Table 1) information system that satisfy the eight charachas made 20% fewer calls on new prospects than teristics noted (see page 40). In cooperation with
his quota. For simplicity, assume that the sales a large agricultural equipment manufacturer, we
manager, R. Fox, has only two alternative actions used a simulation approach to train dealership
available for dealing with Jones:
personnel to use the information provided by a
new computerized decision information system.
1. say and do nothing;
The Computerized Information System (CIS) is a
Z. explain that lack of prospecting means reduced true management information system because it
future sales and that Jones will be fired if it supports the unstructured (nonprogrammable)
happens again.
decisions which must be made in the operation of
a dealership as well as the more routine activities.
In choosing between these two actions, Fox
We decided that a computer -based simulated
must predict the result of each and base his choice dealership was the most appropriate training apon the predicted results. Suppose the predicted proach because:
outcomes for the two actions were:
The simulation would require each participant.
1. Jones will continue to make fewer calls than
to use CIS outputs to make the type of decihis quota, and future sales will be approximatesions he makes in the dealership.
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2. The simulation experience provides the opportunity for many repetitions. Such an approach
has proved necessary in developing the judgment and skill required to make unstructured
decisions.
3. The results of a dealership team with each
member performing his real -world role in the
simulation would reflect the interaction between the various areas.
4. Computer -based simulations generate a high
interest level, and participants generally are
motivated to learn what is necessary to make
good decisions.
5. A simulation exercise could be repeated as new
personnel are hired, and the model could be
easily modified to incorporate reorganization
and environmental changes.
6. A simulation exercise compresses time and
gives several years' experience in a few days,
thus increasing the probability that training
will "stick."
7. All the decision makers in a dealership could
be trained.
8. A simulation would be cost effective because it
would use many of the computer programs developed for the actual CIS.

Figure 2
The Training Program
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The management team of a farm equipment
dealership typically includes five persons —the
owner /manager, three department managers, and
an accountant. For training purposes, five of each
type of manager are brought together and organized into teams. The training is offered at remote
sites by using a terminal and a 120 CPS printer.
The class communicates with the model and the
data base, which are at the manufacturer's computer center, via telephone lines on a dial -up basis.
(Ideally, the five managers from a dealership
would train as a team, but the impracticality of
having the entire management team away from
the dealership at the same time precluded this approach.)
Figure 2 depicts the activities in the training
program. The teams are given a set of MIS reports
which describe the history and status of the simulated dealership as of the date the team is to take
over. Because the MIS cannot possibly provide all
the needed information (e.g., about competition
and the economy, etc.), supplementary information is made available to create a sense of realism.
Each team develops a summary budget for the
first year and then makes decisions which control
the operation for a simulated month. Each manager makes the decisions for his functional area,
but he or she is expected to recognize the interrelationships with other areas and to consult other
members of the team as needed to ensure consistency among the decisions and optimal overall results. All decisions are reviewed by the dealer on
the team.
The actual MIS includes one or two "highlights" reports for each manager which contain
critical measurements and which will disclose the
existence of significant problems. The idea is to
reduce the information which must be studied;
more detailed reports are available if a problem is
detected. A "CIS user manual" is available in the
actual system to help decision makers identify
possible causes of the problems reflected in the
highlights reports and determine which detail reports are relevant. The decision manuals describe
the data to be used to analyze the causes of specific problems identified in exception reports and
suggest specific solutions once the causes are identified. As shown in Figure 2, the training program
closely parallels the real -world activities.
All cycles after the first include an evaluation of
the decisions of the prior period (Did they achieve
the results which were predicted when the decisions were made ?) for the purpose of improving
the managers' decision - making skills. This step is
crucial to the training objective and takes advantage of the simulation's ability to provide numerous trials and meaningful feedback on each one.
The Simulation Model
Integration With Actual MIS. As might be exMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1982

Figure 3
Integration of MIS and Simulation Model
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pected, the manufacturer required that the training program's benefits exceed its costs. One of the
major advantages of using a simulation model is
that it can be integrated with the actual MIS,
thereby reducing both development and operating
costs. In Figure 3, the vertical column represents
the actual MIS, while the horizontal row represents the training program. Note especially that
the same data processing routines and data base
are used in both systems.
The "transaction generator" is thus the only
major addition required to produce the training
model. Data relating to one or more simulated
dealerships are stored in the same data base as
data from actual dealerships. The simulated dealership in the data base looks like and is processed
the same as actual dealerships. Universal data
39

Training the MIS User
Historically, training provided for the users of new computer systems has focused on the routine— preparation of input and programmable uses of output to perform a single simple task. This
training may have been adequate for the users of the structured
operational control systems dominating the scene through the
early 1970s. But such training is woefully inadequate for the decision- making user of a true management information system
whose outputs are designed to improve the quality of management
control and strategic planning decisions.
What training is needed? We formulated eight essential characteristics of effective training for users of the MIS.
1. The training must be decision- oriented. It must use the
specific outputs the user will receive from the MIS and deal with
the same decisions the user will be making on the job. For example, the sales manager who will be using the Sales Activity Report
in Table 1 should be trained to use the information contained on it
to make decisions he will encounter when the system is operational— decisions such as, what, if any, action to take when a particular salesman makes fewer calls than his quota. (The proper
action is a function of the particular salesman's personality, so
the training may have to include selected topics from psychology.)
Should the call quotas and sales plans be revised because the
assumptions upon which they were based are no longer valid. (This
implies the training should provide relevant background information.)
2. The training must give the decision maker the opportunity to
discover optimum prediction and choice models for a variety of
realistic situations. By definition, the optimum decision models
cannot be specified for unstructured (non programmable) decisions. A major purpose of the training should be to improve the
trainee's ability to develop heuristic approaches to the decisions
that produce satisfactory results. This implies repeated trials with
appropriate feedback. Merely reading descriptions of the newly
available information, including definitions of the individual data
items, will not develop the necessary decision skills.
3. The training must reflect a corporate -wide viewpoint. decisions made by a manager in one functional area affect the performance of other managers not only in that area but throughout the
(data used to process all dealerships) such as catalogs of products and their list prices are automatically available to the simulation. The use of the
actual MIS processor in the simulation ensures
that the outputs are identical and helps keep the
training current as system outputs are modified
over time.
The processor edits simulated data just as it
does real data, thus providing a check on the
transaction generator. However, confirmations of
40

error -free data and routine documents such as
customer invoices, purchase orders, checks, listings, etc. are not printed for the simulated dealership because the purpose is to train in the making
of nonprogrammable decisions from management
information.
Next to the use of the actual MIS processor in
the simulation, the most significant result of integration is that the values of the variables which
feed the transaction generator (described more
fully below) can be kept realistic by periodically
recomputing them from the actual data stored in
the data base. That is, the real system "teaches"
the simulation data to keep it current, thus making the training all the more relevant.
Customer Data Base. In the actual MIS, the
data base contains substantial relevant information about each customer and potential customer —facts such as the age and condition of equipment already owned and other data which
determine the customer's need for any new equipment. These customer data provide much information that is useful for marketing and sales management.
The simulation model has a set of potential customers. The characteristics of these simulated customers are one of the most important determinants of results, just as customer characteristics
have a lot to do with the performance of a real
business. The model is market - driven in that customer characteristics are an important factor in
simulating demand for specific products.
The Transaction Generator. As shown in Figure
3, the transaction generator is the only significant
new program needed because the training model
uses the processor from the actual MIS. The
transaction generator substitutes for the occurrence of real -world events and produces, for each
simulated event, a record which looks just like the
record which would be produced by a real event
of that type.
Several data files are needed to feed the transaction generator. Figure 4 depicts the input used by
the transaction generator, including:
1. Data base —the representation of the simulated
dealership in the MIS data base.
2. Factor file— approximately 960 variables
whose values define the competitive and economic environment over 24 months; values can
be changed by the instructor.
3. New and old model files —the operating characteristics (by model and year) of all units in
the customer data base or in the product line.
4. Variable file — internal relationships such as the
effect of a stockout on customer future demand; also contains the pending impact of past
events on future operations. Updated after
each monthly cycle. As mentioned above, periodic calculation of relationships from the actuMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1982

al data base are used to keep the values realistic.
5. Run file— values as of beginning of current
month; changed as a result ofthis month's simulation.
As mentioned above, the input processor is the
program which controls the input terminals, edits
the player's decisions for reasonableness, and provides the players with needed data about the environment —for example, current interest rates or
the abilities of potential employees who are available.
The Development Process
The Computerized Information System provided the foundation for the development of the simulation model. To design the information outputs
of the CIS, Sperry -Boom and the manufacturer
personnel used the "top- down" approach:
STEP 1: Identify organization goals and sub goals.
STEP 2: Define the decisions required to achieve
the goals and the decision makers responsible.
STEP 3: Develop approximations of appropriate
models for making the decisions. As discussed above, the most significant decisions are nonprogrammable, which
means that it is not possible to specify
the models fully.
STEP 4: Specify the information needed as inputs
to the (incomplete) decision models and
design output reports and responses to
inquiries.
The decisions defined in Step 2 become the decisions which the simulation requires the participants to make.
To build a simulation model which would provide effective training in making these decisions,
eight major activities were required:
1. Develop a mini -model offarmer /dealership interactions in order to identify the factors which
affect farmers' buying decisions. Nearly 100
factors were identified; for example, quality of
service, expectations about crop price and
yield, and equipment already owned.
2. Quantify the relationships between farmer and
a dealership using both primary research and
the expertise of knowledgeable people.
3. Quantify relationships within a dealership; for
example, the impact of parts availability on
service department performance.
4. Create programs to set up and maintain the
files of numbers representing the above relationships.
5. Program the transaction generator.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1982

organization. For example, the sales manager studying the Sales
Activity Report and considering other information available to
him, may decide that sales budgets for the remainder of the year
should be increased. This decision has the potential to affect other
decisions in purchasing (or production planning), inventory control, advertising, and cash management. The training should
recognize these interdependencies, and the feedback on the sales
manager's decision - making performance should reflect the cost
and benefits generated in other responsibility centers.
4. The training must explicitly recognize the psychological
factors associated with the introduction of a MIS. Most people,
including otherwise rational decision makers, mentally resist
change no matter how logical or productive the change may be.
Overcoming resistence to change and gaining genuine acceptance
of the new system may be even more important to realizing benefits
from the new MIS than the objectively- determined quality and
efficiency of the system.
5. The training should be durable so that it will benefit the
organization for many years to come. Organizations are continually changing — promotions and transfers change the people occupying the various positions, reorganizations redefine the positions
themselves, and changes in the outside environment require
changes in the decision maker's prediction and choice models.
Ideally, the training program could be repeated at nominal marginal cost when a new person moves in to a significant decision —
making role. Also, it would be useful if the training could be easily
modified to reflect reorganizations and changes in environmental
conditions.
6. The training should have enough depth and substance to
affect decision making in the real world for months and years to
come. In other words, it must have powerful impact on the trainee's thought patterns. Superficial "show and tell" programs that
entail little more than reading (or having an instructor read) descriptions of the information provided by the new system are unlikely to change the prediction and choice models already ingrained
in the decision- maker's mind —and they certainly will not create
new prediction and choice models for new decisions. Instead, the
manager will return to the job unchanged by the training and will,
at best, develop new decision- making patterns by trial and error —
a doubly expensive approach.
7. The training should be comprehensive. A MIS generally
serves the entire organization; therefore, training for all the significant decision- makers is usually required.
8. The training must be cost effective, producing somewhere
the maximum excess of benefits over cost. Further, the cost must
be reasonable in relation to resources available.
D

6. Prepare CIS user manuals (used in both the
simulation and the real MIS) to guide users.
7. Prepare the decision input forms and participants' manuals.
8. Test the models to see if the responses to decisions were reasonable.
MIS Plus Simulation: a Success
The dealer simulation model described here has
been used to train approximately 1,000 managers.
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Figure 4
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Its repeated use and acceptance by training classes
demonstrate the validity of simulation as a conceptual approach to solving the critical user training problem being experienced by many MIS installations. The users like it because it reduces
their fear of a new information system and decision- making approach while permitting them to
introduce personal experience, judgment, and
heuristics into the simulated decisions just as they
do when making operating decisions. The manufacturer likes it because it is effectively training
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independent dealership managers, changing their
management styles with a system that is dynamic,
and providing a training program that automatically adjusts to changes in the market and the
Computerized Information System.
Although neither dealer simulation model nor
MIS is new, their combination as done for the
manufacturer is new. It effectively uses the benefits of simulation to overcome the problem of
training managers in using MIS data to make unstructured decisions.
❑
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Find the Right Software
Through Specifications
Q. How do you find the specific software you need at the price you
want to pay? A. Do your homework (specifications) first.

By Gary I. Green and Earl A. Wilcox
Most organizations frequently are confronted
with computer software development and evaluation decisions. They are bombarded with new applications, maintenance of existing software, and
major software revisions. Typically, they make
substantial investments in software and find themselves almost totally dependent on software performance. The user, however, generally is not involved enough in evaluating software proposals
and does not have adequate procedures to follow
for making these decisions.
Take Motorola, Inc.'s Semiconductor Products
Sector, for example. Our trials were late deliveries, escalating programming costs, and poor performance of purchased or in -house software. Motorola purchased a software package to aid in its
cash application function. The software required
unforeseen extensive modifications for interfacing
with existing systems through no fault of the
vendor. Similarly, an accounts payable system was
developed internally to speed up and control pay ables. The schedule for implementation was about
one year, but the project was completed after four
years and at great expense.
Our experiences are not unique! These problems
could have been prevented if the user had defined
specifications properly and had been involved
0025 - 1690/82/6307- 1353/$01.00/0

throughout the project. Now we are establishing
the necessary specifications for such software development and evaluation, and we will use them
for other projects at Motorola, Inc., Semiconductor Products Sector. Perhaps other companies can
benefit from our newly developed process and will
not have to endure the problems we did.
Specifications Are Necessary
Specifications are needed for three stages of
software evaluation: to judge project feasibility, to
determine expenditures for procurement, and to
evaluate performance and implementation. First,
specifications are used to help judge project feasibility. The user group requesting the project
should be obligated to justify a legitimate need for
the project. Management then has to decide
whether to continue with the existing data processing procedures or whether to change processing, based on the cost benefit and feasibility of the
project. Top -down planning is a fundamental
responsibility of this decision- making process.
Management has the responsibility to develop a
"master plan" for all existing and potential data
processing requirements.' The evolution of the
company's computer applications should be controlled based on that master plan: priorities can be
established for developing certain applications,
modularity of software can be planned and conCopyright 0 1982 by the National Association of Accountants
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trolled; consistency can be enhanced; and applications with long life expectancy can be planned.
We will assume that a master plan exists.
A second need for specifications is to help determine the expenditures for procurement. A company must have a realistic budget for controlling either the purchase or development of software.
This make/buy decision should include all reasonable costs for maintenance, modifications to the
logic (if required), interface with other procedures and systems, new data requirements and
data handling, training, and any penalties as a result of delays. Those specifications provide management with the means to assess project viability
and the accountant with a better basis for rendering an opinion on vendor bids or internal costs.
Third, specifications are needed to help evaluate
the performance and implementation of our software investment. Users will be required to determine if the software product meets specifications
and if it is cost effective in the present system environment. Although the need for specifications
here is rather clear, few organizations follow
through with performance evaluation. Specifications are needed to evaluate productivity in clerical labor, managerial decision support, operations
lead time for various jobs, amount of queue time
to process transactions, systems overhead, systems
integrity, audit trails, control totals, and security
procedures. Moreover, the specifications are needed to address the issue ofwhether the user is satisfied with the software. Further specifications are
needed to indicate whether or not the software
requires enhancement once it is implemented.

and amount of resources required. In addition,
specifications for performance should be reasonable. We need to know by how much the software
has improved our system relative to its objectives.
Specifications must identify resource requirements: All present and future resource requirements should be identified. Complete labor requirements, data structures and other procedures
(both manual and computerized) should be determined. Although resource development time, run
time, hardware requirements, documentation, and
installation usually are identified, the resources
necessary for effective analysis, including feedback
and coordination, at all stages of the software acquisition should be but generally are not identified. An initial effort in establishing specifications
that would identify all resource requirements
could eliminate cost overruns and late deliveries.
Specifications must be used for accountability
and control.• A company must carefully determine
what it expects from software. Specifications provide us with the basis for measuring performance
and controlling expenditures for a project. In certain cases, data integrity-, security and audit trails
require special attention. Control requires standards (specifications) and a predetermined
amount of variability (tolerance) to these standards. User groups requesting software should not
be surprised by the price tag but, rather, should
expect it to be within a reasonable range of the
estimate. Specifications provide us with a means
to evaluate performance and to warn us about potential problems.

What Has Been Accomplished in This Area?

There are five stages of development appropriate for most software projects. Stage 1 (problem
definition) involves the user group studying the
existing system, indentifying interface with the organization, and preparing a comprehensive needs
analysis. At this stage of development, the user's
request and the MIS master plan should be coordinated and a project team established. This project team should include representatives of the user
group, Management Information Systems (MIS)
group, and internal auditing. (This team concept
is essential to the success of a project.) Stage 2
(structured analysis) requires that all major processes be identified and checked for interface with
other major processes that exist or that are
planned. Stage 3 (solution and documentation)
should provide a detailed solution to and complete
documentation of the problem, including all
schedules and costs. At this stage, the make -orbuy decision is made. Stage 4 (test and run) provides for parallel running and testing of the program to performance standards. Any program
maintenance should be accounted for now. Stage
5 (implementation) involves performance monitoring and maintenance of the program. This

Most recent attention has been on how to purchase or develop software.2 Very little effort has
been directed to accountability for performance.
The attitude seems to exist that once purchased,
or programmed and implemented, the software no
longer has to prove itself. Users may claim a general satisfaction or dissatisfaction based on just a
few selected instances. For example, a user may
believe that a given software is excellent because it
produces a useful report even though the software
has excessive overhead and is technically inefficient. A well - developed set of evaluation specifications could ensure better control over project
costs.
Criteria for Specifications
Specifications must be measurable: All specifications should provide for objective measurement.
Intangibles are not acceptable unless they are attached to an objective measure. Statements such
as "It will help me with my job" are meaningless
unless you can specify quantitatively by "how
much." Productivity is the issue, and all specifications should provide for measuring cost savings
44

Stages of Software Project Development
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process should be interactive from implementation back to problem identification at any point
where the program cannot meet specifications or a
change is required. Figure 1 shows the stages of
program development and indicates the type of
coordination and feedback experienced in implementing new programs.
Different specifications will be used at different
stages of program development. These specifications fit into seven categories: (1) problems, (2 )
procedures and performance, (3) resource, (4)
data and systems integrity, (5) documentation,
(6) implementation, and (7) evaluation. These
specifications play a very important role in the
logical process of developing and implementing
new software. Table 1 indicates the relationship
between the stages of program development and
the specifications. Some specifications are used
throughout the project while others are used only
in certain stages.
Specifications may differ from one organization
to another or from one project to another, but
most software projects require careful consideration of a common set of specifications. Furthermore, evaluation of performance should be linked
to specifications that have been established prior
to software implementation. The specifications
that we have identified should be viewed as part of
an evaluation system for better accountability and
resource control.
Problem Specifications
At the outset a company must recognize that
defining a problem could take a while. The user is
the first person or group to identify a problem. At
this point in time, the user requests help in solving
the problem with a computer program. User involvement in problem definition should be specified in labor hours.
This stage of project development is quite crucial. Without a proper commitment to defining
the problem, additional expenses —or, even worse,
failure —may appear later in the project. We stress
that the user cannot abdicate responsibility for the
project to the Management Information Systems
(MIS) group. The MIS group cannot function in
a vacuum, therefore, it should be appraised of user
requirements. The user ultimately has to communicate his problem and intended results in sufficient detail so the technical group can help. Usually this communication takes place by meetings,
interviews and questionnaires.
A project team is necessary at the problem definition stage to determine the potential procedures
and processing requirements of the newly requested software. The team should be composed of user
representatives, MIS specialists and members of
the internal auditing staff. This team would be responsible for investigating the potential impact of
the new software, interfacing with other existing
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1982

systems, compiling data requirements, and determining the relationship of the project to the MIS
master plan.
One important task of this group is to develop a
project schedule (such as PERT) to ensure that
all tasks and interrelationships are identified and
scheduled. This procedure is tantamount to establishing an action plan of who is responsible for
which activities by what time. Failure to develop
such a schedule, which is based on the user needs
Table 1
Specifications Used During Program Development
Stages of program development
Specifications
Problem
Procedures &
performance
Resource
Data B systems
integrity
Documentation
Implementation
Evaluation

Program
definition

Structured
analysis

X

X

X
X

Solution

Test
It run

Implementation

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

and available implementation capability, could
lead to significant delays and cost overruns. ,The
project team now must ascertain whether or not
the problem is worth pursuing.
Procedures and Performance Specifications
All major procedures needed to complete the
stated problem must be identified. The user community and the technical specialists should specify
exactly what is required to solve the problem as
well as what might be considered desirable, but
optional, depending on cost. Modularity is the key
to success. Specifications of procedures should be
made based on the well -known concept of structured design: identify the major modules and supporting processing requirements (submodules) in
a hierarchy.'
Once the procedures have been arranged in
modular fashion, the MIS group can check to see
if some of the modules might exist elsewhere. If
some of the processing requirements already have
been developed for other applications, they can be
used or modified, so existing software resources
may be shared. Modularity permits control of
project development to the overall master plan,
eliminates unnecessary redundancy, and provides
for preliminary cost and time estimates.
Consistency also is an important issue. In many
instances, there are several definitions for the
same terms. All procedures should be governed by
the same set of rules and definitions within the
master plan. With a structured approach, the
project team should ensure consistency of round45

Figure 1
Stages of Program Development and Coordination
Coordination

Function

Stages

Define problem
Develop action plan

Stage 1
Problem
definition
stage

Master
plan

——— —

Identify
requirements
Develop
alternatives

Interface

Stage 2
Structured
analysis

Interface
Performance
Controls
Documentation
I
Stage 3
Solution
Make
or
buy

I
I
I
I
I
_

Fine tune
Intermediate
evaluation

i

Stage 4
Test & run

Direct progression
- - - --

Stage 5
Implement

Interrelationships

ing, timing of file updates, procedure runs, operational definitions, and precision.
Procedure specifications should include the
computational methods that will be used. Processed information in various stages (subtotals, totals, grand totals) should be identified with reporting requirements. The project team does not
have to specify report formats at this time, but it
should specify reported information requirements
at various stages of processing.
Decision tables and trees may be used to control variables, especially in dynamic industries
with rapid technological change (such as the electronics industry) where reporting needs and inter46

service.
It also is necessary to evaluate whether the project performance solves the user's problem. Once
again, productivity is the issue. Increased productivity expected as a result of implementation
should be specified. Benefits should be expressed
as a specification for time saved, labor hours
saved, improved job performance for the user
group, and improved decision support. Cost centers should be established for accumulating information to control development costs of the project
team, coding costs, capital expenditures, implementation costs, operating expenses, and documentation costs. Without specifications, performance control or cost effectiveness is meaningless.
Thus, specifications play a major role in evaluating performance and controlling costs.
Resource Specifications

Program
maintenance

Feedback
Final
evaluation

active processing require the flexibility to incorporate changes rapidly.
Accountability and control use performance
specifications as a basis for evaluating effectiveness
of the software. Without this set of specifications,
there is almost no basis on which to evaluate performance. The project team should be obligated to
provide these specifications before the software is
coded or purchased, which includes having a reasonable schedule leading to implementation.
An acceptable level of efficiency (standard)
needs to be defined for data preparation, computer
processing time and report generation. Minimum
tolerances also should be defined, and purchased
software should be held to the standards by contract. Standards need to be defined for any labor
related to the program such as data entry, transaction processing, operator intervention and courier

The project may require many different resources, and the project team must determine
what these resources are. Specification of hardware requirements necessary to support the software should include run -time requirements
(amount of CPU time and main memory), data
channel utilization, communications equipment
(if any), peripheral equipment, and secondary
storage (for example, disks). The project team is
responsible for determining the capacity of the existing system and how much processing the new
project will cause. The new program may incur an
additional burden on the existing system, and the
trade -off between the cost of that burden and new
equipment costs needs to be investigated. If the
project requires a change in the existing equipment configuration, then the change should be
identified completely. The specifications will be
for processing time, equipment utilization, and
new equipment. Both variable and fixed costs are
involved as is capacity. Specifications will help to
evaluate this trade -off.
The relationship of the new system should be
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specified before the system is implemented. Does
the present system have the appropriate language
and compiler support, and will this support be adequate for running the proposed project efficiently? Should equipment and operating systems be
independent? The project team should address the
impact of a potential change in computer equipment on the proposed project.
Interface with other systems also must be specified. Will the project affect or be affected by other
programs? In some cases at Motorola, results of
implementing a new program may affect as many
as 20 other applications. If the introduction of a
new application will mean modification to other
programs, then the extent of the modifications
should be studied, and the benefits or consequences should be evaluated. Interface of processing results would incorporate report formats and
report routing. Redundancy can be avoided by
specifying where the results go.
Data base use needs to be specified completely.
What are the storage requirements of the project?
Elements, fields, records, and files need to be defined. All file handling including updates, additions and deletions should be specified. The project coordinators should decide if the data base
management system (DBMS) can support the
project because input, output, and transactions
processing will be affected by the efficiency of the
DBMS. It is much better to specify needs before
implementation rather than discovering afterwards that the DBMS will not support the project
as intended.
Other resources also need to be considered, and
any additional overhead should be noted. Special
handling of tapes or disks by operators, special
forms and form loading, and any other type of
special handling for processing should be listed in
terms of labor hours and materials.
Data and Systems Integrity Specifications
Integrity of systems performance is crucial to
the success of any project. Controls must be accounted for in advance, and error detection and
prevention should be planned. Minimal error rate
for acceptable performance should be specified before implementation so if errors exist, such as data
entry errors, steps should be taken to detect and
correct them. Estimates of error costs at a defined
level of tolerance also should be made. Control
totals, parity checks, and reconciliation through
audit trails should be established by specification.
Security for a project cannot take place without
determining all requirements carefully. Access
and authorization to access deal with the privacy
issue as well as security, but the trade -off between
the cost of security and the risk of unauthorized
intrusion in the system must be recognized.'
Data integrity is the amount of faith that the
user has in the results of processing. Data that
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might be used for the proposed project may be
used by other processing units. Without a specified level of data integrity, decisions might be
made from misleading information. As a consequence, the user should acknowledge that all resulting rF;Norts will have a specified level of tolerance for errors depending on how much money it
will take to reduce error.
All too often, recovery procedures are ignored
or fail to receive proper attention. An adequate
effort should be made to specify the extent of
back -up data and frequency of updates. The project team should determine off - premise storage
costs, should budget for insurance (or self- insurance), and should prepare a disaster plan for alternative processing and recovery.
Documentation Specifications

A //

specifications
should provide
for objective
measurement.

Throughout this entire process the project team
should
have
assembled
a
variety
of
documentations The modular flowchart based on
problem definiton, detail procedures of processing, data dictionary, data interface, descriptions of
reports, recovery procedures, audit trails, equipment specifications, and security procedures
should have been -established. At this point the
project team should review all these data and
specify any further requirements. In addition, the
project requires a complete documentation manual which should be specified.
The project is now at a stage where the company will decide whether to buy the software, contract for it, or develop it in- house. In any case, the
project team should have provided all specifications so the most cost - effective decision could be
reached.
Determination of the make - versus -buy decision
involves legal ramifications of a contract to meet
specifications, an implementation schedule, a cost benefit analysis and a knowledge of availability of
data processing resources. In order to purchase
software, the user should have all performance
specifications identified by contract. In essence,
this set of documentation may be used to draft a
Request for Proposal (RFP) to purchase software
with provision for how software evaluation will
take place. Ifsoftware is developed in- house, the
specifications provide a means for controlling the
programming costs and schedule.
Implementation Specifications
Once the make -or -buy decision has been
reached, implementation specifications can be developed. The focus is different depending on this
decision. In -house software implementation
should involve the structured approach, which requires a modular flowchart with major segments
supported by detailed structure charts for each
module. This specification is used to control coding as well as preserve integrity of design in the
47

stage, should be identified. Any additional unforeseen software and hardware costs then may have
to be justified. The user group should not be surprised by cost overruns or delays, yet it should be
held accountable to the specified, agreed -upon
system.
In order to begin operations, the company
should run the program parallel to the old system
so any problems that arise can be corrected quickly. Any changes before or after implementation
should be communicated to the rest of the project
team, and they must be documented.
Evaluation Specifications
After the program is in routine operation, the
project team needs to evaluate and monitor its
performance. The project team should develop
performance measurements and a data collection
should be specified
system. Program
because most programs need it. Maintenance
should be specified by budget with reasonable allowances. If variance is excessive, it could indicate
a potential performance problem. If maintenance
maintenance

Our trials were
late de liveries,
escalating
programming
costs, and poor
software
performance.

event of programming staff turnover. At this
stage, it would be appropriate for the project team
to develop a detailed completion schedule by incorporating the modules in a critical path chart.'
A schedule, a budget and a set of performance
specifications should now be established.
Implementation procedures are common to
both make and buy decisions. Facilities preparation, data preparation, transaction procedures,
processing, controls, audit trails, implementation
schedule, budget, output, and training must be developed. It is essential that the project team make
adequate provision to announce the new program
and train employees in order to reduce confusion.
Once the software is delivered, the internal auditing department should be responsible for testing the software with sample data and processing
options to ensure the program meets performance
specifications. Software should not be accepted
until it has been proven to operate as specified.
Realistically, programming labor, as well as project team and technical support necessary to modify the program to specifications during this testing

Table 2
Specifications, Requirements and Issues
Requirements

Issues

Problem

Define problem
Relation to master plan
Interface
Project schedule

Scope of problem
"Go-no-go" decision
Action plan
Schedule

Procedures and performance

Top down structure
Interface
Computational method
Variables required
Performance standards

Modular control
Consistency
Report requirements
Accountability
Productivity

Resource

Identify requirements
Fixed B variable cost estimates
Interface
Data base €t transaction processing use
Identify overhead

Capabilility
Redundancy
Independence
Cost trade -offs

Determine controls
Update procedures
Error tolerances
Disaster plan

Cost of errors
Security /privacy
Plan for recovery

Documentation

Documentation manual
Cost benefit analysis
Make or buy decision

Organized analysis
Supporting evidence
Cost effectiveness
Acquisition decision

Implementation

Secure program
Documentation
Schedule
Budget
Performance standards
Testing parallel run

Control over costs and schedule
Preparation for implementation
Auditing

Evaluation

Maintenance
Interface
User feedback
Control to standards

Monitor Et control
Evaluation
Productivity
Determine revisions

systems integrity

&

Data

&

specifications
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costs become excessive, it may be necessary at some
time in the future to consider a major revision.
Interface to other programs is another important indication of performance. The project team
needs to ascertain how well the implemented program integrates with other systems. The timing of
data entry and file updates, production runs, and
report generation should be relatively free from
interruptions or delays. Also the use of the newly
implemented programs should not interfere with
other programs and processes.
A periodic survey should be conducted either by
interviews or questionnaires to rate the user's perception of satisfaction with the program. This survey may be sponsored by the MIS group or internal auditing. A rating system should be employed
so the project team can objectively evaluate how
satisfied users are with performance. Suggestions
also may be obtained that could be used to document maintenance revision.
Finally, the project team should measure how
productive the software has been to the user group
and how efficiently it has performed in the system
environment. Did the software reduce clerical
time, transaction processing time, and system utilization time as it was intended? Did the software
improve reports for decision making and control?
Did the software lead to effective use of security
and data integrity? These questions must be answered as part of a regular continuous evaluation
program. The major questions that should be
asked during evaluation are:
• Did productivity improve?
• Was it the result of this software project?
• Did we stay within our budget based on specifications?
• Do we need to consider a revision?

• What enhancements may be cost efficient?
An Overview of the Process
Table 2 is an overview of the entire process
from the decision to begin a project through its
implementation. It summarizes what each specification category requires and discusses the issues
the project team should consider.
Remember, specifications help plan and control
program development and implementation, so a
company should incorporate the seven major
types of specifications and use them throughout
the five stages of program development. We also
recommend a project team concept involving representatives of users, MIS, and internal auditing.
The user should play a major role in helping identify costs and control issues as well as evaluating
performance.
Specifications should help the project team establish firm control over project costs, schedules
and performance. Control is required for all types
of resources (equipment, inventory, labor), and a
company should expect no less from purchased or
developed software. Specifications provide greater
control, project development and evaluation for
user groups. Proper use of these guidelines should
reduce costs, enhance implementation, and eliminate a great deal of dissatisfaction with new application programs.
f

if the project
team has done
its homework,

user groups
should not be
surprised by the
software price
tag.
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THE COSTS OF IMPLEMENTING FAS NO. 33
7144
be used for internal reporting. Those
who felt FAS No. 33 would not be used
for internal decision making were mainly talking about "in its present form."
One of the controllers interviewed said
that their company has always used current cost /constant dollar reporting for
their internal financial records.
8. Only one of the controllers felt the
cost vs. the benefit of reporting FAS
No. 33 was worth it. Most felt that the
constant dollar was more beneficial than
the dual method of reporting both cur-
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rent cost and constant dollar. Constant
dollar is not as complicated or expensive to implement. The controller who
felt the cost vs. the benefit of FAS No.
33 was worthwhile, said the information
presented in FAS No. 33 is an integral
part of their profit measurement system
and he considers it indispensable. Both
accountants agreed with the latter controller's view, and the consultants'
views were mixed.
Basically, this survey showed that the
cost of implementing FAS No. 33 ini-

tially was expensive but the cost has decreased substantially in recent years.
There has been an increase in people's
awareness of FAS No. 33's usefulness in
reporting inflation adjustments. It is our
conclusion that the cost of reporting
FAS No. 33 information is not a major
concern of most of the companies. The
problems that arise seem to be directed
toward the variations in methods of reporting FAS No. 33, the interpretation
of the figures, and the importance of the
footnote in the financial statement,
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Pricing Policies Under Inflation
It is the responsibility of the financial manager to alert senior
management to the long -range ramifications
of the company's pricing options.

By William H. Hernandez
Both competitive and cost pressures influence a
firm's marketing strategy in pricing its product. In
periods of rapid inflation, as costs increase, a firm
may wish to make a knee-jerk response and increase price by a commensurate amount. Its competition may see such a reaction as an opportunity
to stand pat, absorb the cost increase, and while
losing margin, gain market share.
There are not only dangers of viewing the above
options in a short -time horizon, but irreparable
damage can be caused to long -term goals as well.
That is, a company needs to assess the long -term
strategic implications of its pricing actions. Another factor which complicates planning is the
concurrent actions of competitors, who, by reacting in a naive fashion, may do harm both to themselves and the industry in total. It is the responsibility of the company's financial managers to alert
marketing and top management to the ramifications of their pricing options on the well -being of
the firm.
Competitive reactions aside for the moment, in
periods of rapid cost inflation a firm can choose
one of several pricing strategies:
1. Absorb the cost increase itself.
0025. 1690/82/6307 - 0123/$01.0010

2. Pass through the cost increase with the intent
of maintaining dollar profitability.
3. Maintain percentage margins.
4. Maintain value added, i.e., raw material margins.
5. Maintain "real" margins.
By discussing these alternatives, I will show that
the last is the only long -term satisfactory approach, and competitive actions that frustrate it
may harm the industry in total.
Let's assume the following scenario of a capital
intensive company at project conception.
• S ales = 1000 units per year
• Price = $1 /unit
• Raw materials = 50¢ /unit
• Variable costs = 30¢ /unit
• Investment = $1,000; Fixed = $700, Working
capital = $300
• 7 -year plant life (therefore depreciation =
$700/7 = $100 /year)
• Invent ory turn over = 5 X (Raw Materials &
Variable Cost + Depreciation /5 = $180)
• Receivables = 45 days ($1000 X 45/360 =
$125)
• Return on Sales (ROS) and Return on Investment (ROI) = 10% on $100 profit
Copyright © 1982 by the National Association of Accountants
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Sometimes the
corporation's
figures mask a
deteriorating
situation in an
inflationary
environment.

60% of uninflated cash flow, and remains constant, and both distributable cash ROS and ROI
decline, the latter to 40% of original ROI after
only seven years. This example points up the fallacy of what appear to be healthy book profits and
stable margins. Instead, the figures mask a deteriorating situation in an inflationary environment.

Such a scenario seems quite satisfactory and exhibits long -term stability in a noninflationary environment. Let's assume, however, that at commencement, this embryonic firm suddenly faces a
20% and 10% inflationary rate per annum for its
raw materials and other costs, respectively. The
first thought might be to absorb the increase to
refrain from losing volume. This approach is untenable because a loss appears immediately in the
first year.
The next least disruptive response might be to
maintain dollar profits and let margin percentages
decline. The logic here might be that this firm was
content with that dollar profit level for the commensurate investment.
This reasoning is faulty for two reasons: working capital and replacement reinvestment needs.
As a firm's costs and sales increase, so does the
requisite investment in inventories and receivables. Concurrently, the depreciation the firm ostensibly puts aside for replacement on a historical
cost approach becomes woefully inadequate as
costs escalate. A pro forma restatement of the financial statements (Table 1) bears out these problems. As can be seen, the firm fails to break even
in four years.
Given the unacceptability of the option in Table
1, management might then feel that maintaining a
percentage margin (in this case, 10 %) would be
more palatable to customers despite the increasing
absolute dollar profit this policy would yield. The
real impact of this option is shown in Table 2.
This example shows that while the publicly reported profit is ever increasing and at a constant
margin, distributable cash drops immediately to

Value Added Option
The next most promising option would be to
maintain value added —a concept much in vogue
for strategy formulation. By keeping value added
high, a firm insulates itself from takeover or control by either its suppliers or customers. The company might consider an absolute dollar value added maintenance. However, this would throw it in
a reported loss position over time as other costs
escalate.
The firm might then consider a more aggressive
policy of maintaining the percentage value added.
Such a policy would benefit the firm if its purchases (raw materials and energy) are escalating at a
more rapid rate than the other cost components,
but would be hard to justify to customers.
Conversely, if other costs were inflating more
rapidly than purchases, this would not be an appropriate policy. However, the possibility of competitors or suppliers allowing such a situation is
remote.
Digressing from the hypothetical assumptions
for a moment, assume purchases were escalating
at less than other costs, at 10% and 25 %, respectively. Unfortunately, this would result in a reported loss beginning with the third year.
The conclusion one reaches is that a long -term

Table 1
0

year

1

2

4

3

5

7

_6

$1,000
500
300
100

$1,130
600
330
100

$1,283
720
363
100

$1,463
864
399
100

$1,675
1,037
438
100

$1,927
1,244
483
100

$2,224
1,493
531
100

Reported Profit

$100

$100

$100

$100

$100

$100

$100

$100

Replacement value
Replacement depreciation
(A) Replacement profit

695
100
$100

765
109
$91

842
120
$80

926
132
$68

1,018
145
$55

1,120
160
$40

1,232
176
$24

1,355
194
$6

"Real" 80S

10%

8.1%

6.2%

4.6%

3.3%

2.1%

1.1

0.2%

900
180
NA

1,030
206
26

1,183
237
31

1,363
273
36

1,575
315
42

1,827
365
50

2,124
425
60

2,477
495
70

125
NA
$100

141
16
$49

160
19
$30

183
23
$9

209
26
$(13)

241
32
$(42)

278
37
$(73)

322
44
$008)

$1,000

$1,042

$1,092

$1,151

$1,219

$1,301

$1,398

$1,512

0.8%

(1.1 %)

(3.2 %)

(5.2%)

(7.1%)

$2.577
1,792
585
100

Inventory:
Cost of goods sold
Divide by 5 times
(B) Incremental inventory
Receivables:
145 Days sales)
(C) Incremental receivables
"Distributable" cash flow

+

+

IA)- (B) -(C) Investment
($100
(8) (C) per
annum)

%

_

Sales
Raw materials
Variable costs
Depreciation

Distributable cash R01
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10%

4.7%

2.7%
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T able 2
Year

0

Sales
Cost

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

$1,000
900

$1,144
1,030

$1,314
1,183

$1,514
1,363

$1,750
1,575

$2,030
1,827

$2,360
2,124

$2,752
2,477

$100

$114

$131

$151

$175

$203

$236

$275

Less: increment for replacement depreciation
(A) Replacement profit

$100

$105

$111

$119

$130

$143

$160

$181

"Real" ROS

10%

9.2%

8.4%

7.9%

7.4%

7.0%

6.8%

6.6%

NA

26

31

36

42

50

60

70

"Distributable" cash flow

125
NA
$100

143
18
$61

164
21
$59

189
25
$58

219
30
$58

254
35
$58

295
41
$59

344
49
$62

Investment ($1000
(B)
ICI per annum)
Distributable cash ROI

$1,000
10%

$1,044
5.8%

$1,096
5.4%

$1,157
5.0%

$1,229
4.7%

$1,314
4.4%

$1,415
4.2%

$1,534

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1,154
1,030

1,337
1,183

1,550
1,363

1,800
1,575

2,097
1,827

2,444
2,124

2,857
2,477

=

Reported profit

(B) Incremental inventory

A long -term
strategy based
on value added
may be
counterproductive.

+

+

Receivables:
(45 days sales)
(C) Incremental receivables

Table 3

"Real" costs
"Real" profit (10 %)

$1,000
900
NA

9

20

32

45

60

76

94

900

1,039

1,203

1,395

1,620

1,887

2,200

2,571

$100

115

134

155

180

210

244

286

i

Year

Sales
Reported costs
Add: depreciation increment
to replacement level

strategy based on value added may be counterproductive either from a profitability standpoint or
from an acceptability standpoint. There are few
industries where purchases and other costs escalate identically. For example, in plastics, chemicals, and petrochemicals -based products, as well
as most energy- intensive products, purchases have
been escalating at a more rapid rate than labor
and other costs. The converse is true in some food
processing industries. For a majority of industries,
then, a sensible strategy based on value added
alone may be impossible to implement.
We have seen how policies that appear plausible
on the surface, even some that show improving
book profits, are detrimental to the long -term
health of the firm. Table 3 shows the effect of
maintaining the "real" margin of the firm at 10 %.
Such a policy maintains and yields improving
absolute book dollar profits. However, as seen before, further investments are necessary for receivables and inventories, reducing cash flow and thus
ROI. To calculate the "real" cash flow ROI, we
will proceed as previously calculated, but we will
add a factor for a return on the incremental capital replacement at current costs, i.e., the incremental depreciation in Table 4. This calculation is
desirable for a firm interested in the long run,
which reinvests on the average its real depreciable
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1982

amount to maintain real capital capacity.
The conclusion from this illustration is that
even if margins are held constant in real terms,
which means increasing in book terms, real ROI
is far below that anticipated in the formulative
concept year zero, and rises slowly, not reaching
the acceptable level in the life of the original plant.
Therefore, in inflationary periods, margins must
be higher in real terms to maintain the long -term
health of the firm. For our example firm, Table 5
shows what is required from the immediately preceding example in terms of higher prices to
achieve a 10% real ROI.
The Real World Acts Differently
The conclusion that now appears obvious is
that to maintain a real return on investment under
inflation, reported profits and margins must continue to escalate, and real margins, while not necessary to improve, must be above noninflationary
acceptable levels.
Although this conclusion seems plausible as illustrated in the examples, the real world unfortunately has not been proceeding on these assumptions over the past several years. There are two
main reasons for this phenomenon.
The first is the "exorbitant" book margins and
profits such a policy dictates. Sadly, public report53
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ing under generally accepted accounting princi ples on an historical basis does a severe disservice
to businesses and lends itself to misunderstanding
by the uninitiated and uneducated , and provides a
weapon for strident hostile antibusiness forces. A
sincere educational effort needs to be directed to
the general public, focusing on more disclosures
as to the real health of the corporation . Unfortunately, many top executives who know better will
make public statements about " record sales and
profits," et . al., fueling prevalent misunderstand ings when these same executives know all too well
the substandard performances their companies are
actually recording. Based on the performance of
the stock market in the valuation of firms, however, it seems investors are not being completely
misled and are judging stocks on an inflationary
basis.
The second reason may be due to either short sightedness or stupid competition . General Electric's vice president, Terence E . McClary in the

May 4, 1981, edition of Fortune magazine states,
" Many of our managers have the feeling that
some of our competitors don't know their real
costs. And when they don't, and set prices too
low, it affects our pricing also." If competitors do
not comprehend the result of their actions, they
may frustrate the knowledgeable firm by main taining prices at too low a level.
Also a company may attempt such a shortsighted action to gain market share, with the usual result being that the competition also will lower
prices to prevent share loss, and all prices will
then be lower, the only gainer being the customer
who receives the lower price. But such a long term prospect constitutes a lingering death for the
firm, as decapitalization is a necessary result. Unfortunately, this is exactly what is happening in
many U .S. industries. Let us hope competitors industrywide will perceive what is occurring and
will begin to act in a manner conducive to their
long-term viability.
❑

Table 4
Year

0

3

2

1

5

4

7

6

Receivables (45 days sales)
(C) Incremental receivables

$100
NA
125
NA

115
26
144
19

134
31
167
23

155
36
194
27

180
42
225
31

210
50
262
37

244
60
306
44

286
70
357
51

Distributable cash flow
(AI- (B) -(C)

$100

70

80

92

107

123

140

165

NA

9

20

32

45

60

76

94

t ICI + (D) per annum)

$1,000

1,054

1,128

1,223

1,341

1,488

1,668

1,883

Real profit ((A) T ROI IEII

10%

6.6%

7.1%

7.5%

8.0%

8.3%

8.4%

8.8%

(A) Real profit
(BI Incremental inv.

Investment:
(D) Incremental capital over
depreciation
IE) Investment ($1000+ (BI

Table 5
1,

2

3

4

5

6

7

$1,000
900

1,195
1,039

1,369
1,203

1,580
1,395

1,827
1,620

2,123
1,887

2,470
2,200

2,881
2,571

$100
10%

156

166

185

207

236

270

310

13.0%

12.0%

11.7%

11.4%

11.1%

11.0%

10.8%

(B) Incremental inventory
Receivables (45 days sales)

NA
125

26
149

31
171

36
198

42
228

50
265

60
309

70
360

(C) Incremental receivables

NA

24

22

27

30

37

44

51

$100

106

113

122

135

149

166

189

NA

9

20

32

45

60

76

94

$1,000

1,059

1,132

1,227

1,344

1,491

1,671

1,886

"Real pro fit" IN - 801 (El

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

Reported costs
Reported profits
Reported ROS

900
100
10%

1,030
165
16.0%

1,183
186
136%

1,363
217
13.7%

1,575
252
13.8%

1,827
296
13.9%

2,124
346
14.0%

2,477
404
14.0%

Year

Sales
"Real" costs
(Al "Real" profit
"Real" ROS

Distributable cash flow
(A) -(B) -(C)
Investment:
inc, capi II
over�depreciation�I�
Investment (E) (1000+ B +
C`D per annum)

5 ;t

0
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Key to Explanation of Calculations
Table 1
1. Year 1 proforma restatement:
Raw materials Year I = raw materials Ye ar 0 + 20 010 inflation = $500 x 1.20 = $600
Variable costs year I = Variable costs Year 0 + 10% inflation = $300 x 1. 10 = $330.
Depreciation the same each year, as based on original cost = $100.
2. With reported profits held a t $100, s ales = cost + profits, or $1,030 + $100.
3. Each year thereafter is an extrapolation of the above cost trends with reported profit held constant.
4. Replacement value of the fixed investment is found by escalating each year at the 10076 inflation rate; thus:
Year l = Ye a r 0 x 1.10 = $695 x 1. 1 = 5765
Yea r 2 = Yea r I x 1.10 = $765 x 1.1 = 5842, and so forth.
5. Depreciation is 1/7 of replacement value, since a 7 -year plant life is assumed. Thus Year I depreciation = $765/7
_ $109, Year 2 deprec iation = $842/7 = 5120, and s o forth.
6. Replacement profit equals sales as calculated in 2 above, less costs in 1 but with replacement depreciation from 5.
7. Cost of goods sold equal sales less profits for each year.
8. Inventory equals cost of goods sold divided by 5, since inventory turnover = 5, Thus Year 0 inventory = $900/5 =
$180, Yea r 1 inventory = $1,030/5 = $206, Year 2 inventory = $1,183/5 = $237, and s o forth.
9. Incremental inventory equals current less prior year's inventory, thus Year 1 = $206 — $180 = 526, Year 2 = $237
—5206 = 521, and so forth.
10. Receivables = Sales divided by 360 x 45 basis 45 days. Year 0 receivables thus $1,000/360 x 45 = 5125, Year 1
receivables = $1,130/360 x 45 = $141.
11. Incremental receivables equals current less prior year's receivables. Thus for Year I equals 5141 — $125 = $16.
Table 2
1.
2,
3.
4.

Costs are the same as in the preceding example: raw materials plus variable costs plus depreciation.
Sales are cost divided by .9 to ensure a 10% profit figure.
Replacement depreciation and incremental inventory calculated as in the preceding example.
Incremental receivables calculated in same manner as in prior example, but using sales dollars as calculated in Step
2, Thus:
Year 1 receivables = 51,144/360 x 45 = 5143, and incremental receivables = 5143 — $125 = 518;
Ye ar 2 = 51,314/360 x 45 = 5164, and incremental receivable s = $164 — $143 = 521.

Table 3
I. Costs and replacement depreciation are calculated as in Table 1. Incremental depreciation for Year I is 109 -100.
2. Sales equal "real" costs divided by .9, to ensure a 10% "real" profit. Thus Year 1 sales = $1,030/.9 = $1,154 and
profit equals sales of $1,154 less "real" costs of $1,039, equals $115.
Table 4
1. Incremental inventories are the same as in Table 1.
2. Receivables are again at 45 days sales, thus Year I = $1,154/360 x 45 = 5144 and Ye ar 2 = $1,337/360 x 45 =
$167, Incremental receivables are the yearly increases, or Year I = $144 — 5125 = 519, Year 2 = $16, — 5144 =
$23, and so on.
3. Incremental capital equals replacement depreciation as in prior cases and delineated in Step 5 of Table 1, less book
depreciation of $100 per annum. Thus Year I equals 5109 — $100 = $9, and Year 2 equals $120 — $100 = $20.
Table 5
I.
2.
3.
4.

Real costs are book costs from prior examples but using replacement depreciation.
Sales are calculated as in the text footnote_
Incremental inventories are calculated as in prior examples.
Incremental receivables are calculated on the 45 day basis as previously used, thus Year t receivables = $1,195
Sales /360 x 45 = $149, Year 2 receivables = $1,369 Sale s /360 x 45 = 5171. Incremental receivables are thus
5149 — $125 = $24 for Year I and $171 — $149 = $22 for Year 2.
5. Incremental capital over depreciation is the same as the prior example.
6. Reported costs are the same as in the preceding examples.
7. Reported profits are sales less reported costs_
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riaying the

Consulting Game
After all, anyone in his or her right mind would pay more for the
advice "the existing market exhibits binary stratification" than for
"there are two kinds of customer."
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By Earl K, Littrell and Roy H. Glen
Management accountants are expected to be hardworking and honest. They are trained to be logical
and to focus on decision- making aspects of management accounting: budgeting, cost- volume -profit analysis, discounted- cash -flow analysis, and so
forth. Then they meet consultants, whom they
find hard to understand, even, perhaps, mystifying. Why? In brief, consultants are mystifying because they follow a set of principles unknown to
management accountants: "Highway Robbery,"
"Water Cooler," "Smoke Screen," and others.
Let's examine each of these principles so management accountants can understand and perhaps
outwit their rival consultants.
Highway Robbery
Unquestionably, "Highway Robbery" is rule
number one in consulting: Always charge too
much. Its essence is the old saw that "you get
what you pay for." It follows that the more you
pay for something, the more it is worth. The more
a consultant is paid, the better is his or her advice.
We wish to exp ress o u r g rat i tude for t he help of'
severa l co lleag ues, a ll of who m charged t oo much
and insi sted on ano nymi ty.
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For exam ple, a colleague recounts working for
a large manufacturing firm. While employed
there, he was com pletely unable to decipher the
firm 's 62 -digit code num bers. He wrote a lengthy
memo to his superior suggesting a shorter code for
spare parts which also w ould be decipherable by
the em ployees dealing with the code and the parts.
His superior did not even acknowledge the m em o,
and nothing was done about the code.
Som e ye ars lat er, af ter com pletin g a doc torate
and becom ing a prof essor and active consultant,
the same person was hired by his former employer
as a consultant. The problem he was asked to handle? You guessed it —the undecipherable 62 -digit
code nu m ber fo r sp are par ts. He h au led o u t his
old m em o, which was by now about 12 years old,
rewr ote it and sen t it to the client alo ng with an
outrageous bill. The clie nt, recognizing the value
of an expensive idea, implem ented the suggestions
and happily paid the bill.
Th e m o ra l here is clear: The m or e t he client

pays for an idea, the more likely he or she is to
think it's a good one and to implement it. With
their ingrained notions about sunk costs, however,
management accountants understandably have
trouble with the "Highway Robbery" principle.
But from the consultant's point of view, aside
from the incidental pecuniary advantage, charging
Copyright ©1982 by the National Association of Accountants

too much is a key to effectiveness.
ties are the order of the day, finds a patched,
About the only difficulty that consultants have tweedy jacket indispensable. Alternatively, when
with the principle is in determining just how much working with production people at an outlying
is too much. Typically, clients waver about paying plant, a consultant might try the high -tech look:
consultant fees. Some clients make it easy by stat- long, curly hair; loose, Southern California
ing, "We never pay more than $100 per hour for clothes; and a tie -clip or pendant that doubles as a
consulting." In that case, one simply bills the cli- programmable calculator.
ent $120 per hour or more. The rate goes up depending on the difficulty of the task at hand, one's Water Cooler, or Finding the HE
courage, and one's alternatives.
In beginning a new engagement, our consultant
Other clients make it more difficult by not say- has two choices in planning the work. One is to
ing how much is too much. Consultants cope by plunge into the organization and to become familraising the cost of the engagement diplomatical- iar with it, then continue with intense effort to
ly —but steadily —until the client objects. Consid- solve the problem. It's all hard work. On the other
er, for example, what can be done with the hourly
billing rate. In discussing fees with a client, the
consultant might start out by saying that the
hourly billing rate is $100 per hour. Pausing only
briefly for client objection, he or she adds, "But,
of course, that's only for our junior people: Our
senior people get $200 per hour." Again, pausing
only briefly for client objection, he or she adds,
"And, naturally as the person in charge of this
engagement, my time is billed out at $300 per
hour." The consultant's plan is for the client to
object before this point. If the client has not yet
objected, however, the cardinal sin of charging too
little has been committed. All that can be done to
atone is for the consultant to note in the client's hand, he or she could make use of someone who is
file to charge more next time.
already very familiar with the organization, who
knows the problems, and, better yet, who knows
Dress for Success
the best ways to deal with the problems. Now a
As all executives do, consultants dress for suc- management accountant logically would pick the
cess. The consultant's code, though, is to be cer- first alternative, reasoning that the organization
tain not to emulate the dress codes of the client. would not hire a consultant if it already had someAfter all, a consultant is paid high fees because he body on board who could solve this problem.
or she is an outsider, so he or she must take care
Sometimes logic can be a handicap. The seato look like one. Management accountants, accus- soned consultant picks the second choice.
tomed to conformity in dress, may find this aspect
This selection is known as the "Water Cooler"
of consulting a bit bewildering.
principle. Put simply, the consultant observes all
For example, a consultant working at a corpo- water cooler, coffee, and other breaks in the busiration's head office, where grey suits and striped ness routine where he or she can talk informally
with employees throughout the organization. The
ability to listen is vital. All the consultant should
contribute besides small talk is a brief comment
about the problem he or she has been hired to
work on. Then it's a simple matter to sit back,
wait, and listen until the employee who knows the
problem and has a solution comes forth.
In consulting circles, this person is known as
the "Helpful Employee," or "HE." As the 62 -digit code example demonstrates, it is probable that
there is a HE. Usually, the HE is frustrated because he or she is being ignored by his or her
superiors, and most HEs would be happy to give
away the analysis and solutions simply in return
for an interested audience.
Some people, particularly management accountants, might object that if an organization
had a HE, it would not need a consultant. Recall,
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however, that the HE is a conformist dresser who
is paid a normal sum, and therefore the HE's
ideas are not worth nearly as much as those presented by the consultant. In fact, with the simple
act of borrowing an idea, a consultant increases its
value. Further, consultants don't feel guilty about
the "Water Cooler" principle. Why reinvent the
wheel if one exists already?
In the happy circumstance of finding the HE
too quickly, our consultant can always fuss
around a bit for a few days in order to be seen
working, as added justification for the billing.
Quite likely the opportunity to resolve the 62 -digit
code problem —and to charge too much —would
have been lost if the consultant had not kept up
appearances by rewriting the 12- year -old memo.
Along the way, the HE is likely to point out
areas of special sensitivity in the client firm. Just
by listening, the consultant picks up pivotal, inside information. The result is management's
proclamation that the consultant is a "quick
study." Not only does this observation speed the
task at hand, but it is among the highest forms of
praise that can be put into a reference letter to the
next client. Be forewarned, though —there are infrequent engagements where a HE can't be found.
Such cases are sure tests of consulting skill because the absence of a HE is a strong indication
that nothing can be done about the problem. A
report to the client to that effect is one way to
handle this obstacle.
Management, however, may not accept this result maturely. A more imaginative consultant simply would see this problem as more serious than
the client had anticipated. Clearly, a report to the
client is in order —one which calls for multiphasing the problem. Table 1 shows a basic quaternary
multiphase which adapts to virtually any setting.
The number of phases and their names are limited
only by the imagination. Multiphasing usually is
sufficient to convince the client of the gravity of
the problem at hand. But more important, as the
consultant is confronted with a difficult task, multiphasing opens sizable new billing horizons.
Table 1
A Quaternary Multiphase
Ph ase

Nam e

I
2

Prelim inary analysis
Param eterization

3
4

Resolution
In Situ validation

Although it's risky, some consultants also use
multiphasing to establish "checkpoints" at which
continuation of the consultancy is evaluated. This
evaluation time gives the client a sense of security,
reduces the size of the perceived commitment, and
increases consultant accountability. A consultant
rarely travels this hazardous path without making
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certain that the answers he or she was hired to
find are not revealed until after the last "checkpoint."
Smoke Screen
Jargon has acquired a bad but undeserved reputation. There are numerous instances when
straight talk or clear writing just won't do the job,
and consulting is no exception to the rule.

t�
Consider the sort of language that would be
consistent with an outrageously high fee. Outrageous language, of course. Anybody in his or her
right mind would pay more for "the existing market exhibits binary stratification" than for "two
kinds of customer." As an aside, this verbiage illustrates the marvelous way in which the principles of consulting interact —often with synergism.
Next, jargon can be a disguise. An old idea with
a new label is as good as a new idea. Remember
when breakeven analysis became cost- volumeprofit analysis? Also, presenting the HE's idea in
his or her own words is a bit risky. There is a
chance that he or she might recognize the work
and complain. Thus, it is wise to restate a HE's
program in jargon.
Disguising with jargon is so useful that it's
common to find a client engaging in the practice ---even without benefit of a consultant. As just
one example, a high -level management accountant
with a large manufacturing concern reports that
his firm has relabeled its budgeting system three
times within the last seven years. He says, "As the
labels come and go, we still face the same old
problems. Keep in mind, we are reputed to be
among the ten best - managed firms in the U.S."
But jargon's main virtue is that it produces ambiguity. When the message is not coming through
clearly, the audience is much more likely to hear
or see whatever it wants, which leads to a state of
satisfied bewilderment. In fact, good jargon will
spearhead a disagreement, then help warning elements to reach an "agreement in principle."
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When the parties start talking about how effective
the consultant is in "bringing people together,"
it's a sure sign of another victory for jargon. By
contrast, consider the devastating consequences of
such straight talk as "A is better than B."
Building up one's jargon quotient need not be
tough nor time- consuming. There are enough jargon practitioners around that just a bit of reading
should produce a good supply. Reliable sources of
jargon include any government publication, any
academic journal, or, in the case of accounting, a
page picked at random from any intermediate or
advanced accounting text.
Another delightful and efficient way to come by
jargon is to recognize that the vocabulary in one
field is jargon in most other fields. One colleague
suggests talking accounting to management, economics to accountants, and psychology or sociology to anybody else. Another benefit of this approach is that a client is reluctant to question or
challenge anything falling outside his or her frame
of reference.
By the way, jargon isn't limited to words. Visual jargon also is useful. For example, preparing
recommendations and analyses in the form of pictures, charts, graphs, and schematics can make
old and ordinary ideas seem new. At least, this
method forces the client to examine a new form of
communication, making it appear as if the consultant made a valuable contribution.
If a client already is making abundant use of
visual techniques, visual jargon is still possible.
Try this method. If a client is using a cost- volumeprofit graph, the consultant could employ a profit volume graph. Another, more ingenious, approach would be for our consultant to stick with
the cost- volume -profit approach but reverse the
axes (quantity on the vertical and the dollars on
the horizontal) and drawing it all on log paper.
Few clients figure that one out until long after the
bill is paid.

Pollyanna
Although it could be considered a special case
of "Smoke Screen," "Pollyanna" is generally
known as a full - fledged principle of consulting.
Notable careers in other fields stem simply from
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emphasizing the positive aspects, and consulting is
no exception. A colleague in finance advises, "Instead of telling a client that his stock price is falling, emphasize that the yield is rising."
Reverse Familiarity
Although "Reverse Familiarity" also could be
seen as a special case of "Smoke Screen," it, too,
has achieved principle status. "Reverse Familiarity" not only eliminates the hazards of familiarity,
such as lack of respect, but it produces real benefits for the consultant. A consultant tries to get
each person with whom he or she deals to assume
that the consultant's natural social level is one tier
above his or hers. This goal can be achieved easily
by addressing the person in formal terms, as in
"Now, Mr. Hardcastle tell me ...... while referring to his or her boss in informal terms, as in
"Tom tells me that you ..."
Similarly, the appropriate contrast between the
consultant's status and the client's can be drawn
through correct use of titles. A consultant generally will use his or her titles while avoiding the
client's — unless, of course, the client's are inferior.
For example, we regularly practice this technique
in memoranda, as in "To: Earl; From: Professor
Glen."

The best
possible
outcome of the
STP p /oy is that
the consultant
looks good no
matter what
happens.

Shield Thy Posterior (STP)
Usually, the client expects some recommendations or specific action from the consultant. STP
attempts to deal with the possibility that what a
consultant recommends or does is wrong. The
best possible outcome of STP is that the consultant looks good no matter what happens. Conversely, the worst possible outcome is for the consultant not to look bad no matter what happens.
The main STP technique is the "waffle." A
well - constructed waffle sounds specific but conceals the fact that the consultant has made no specific recommendation. For example, a library consultant recently told a West Coast university that
if the university had the money it should build a
new library, and if it didn't have the money it
shouldn't build a new library. Now that was stated much too clearly, but when it was dressed up in
jargon, it appeared to be a brilliant report.
Waffles appear under a variety of names, often
with additional benefit to the consultant. For example, a common scientific term for the waffle is
"What -If Analysis." This term opens the way for
the consultant to be responsible for the "Ifs" but
not the "Whats." Because consulting work often
involves forecasting of one kind or another, a frequent waffle is simply to make a very specific recommendation for each and every one of the possible future outcomes. Here's one that is heard from
all sorts of financial consultants: If interest rates
are going up, borrow now, and vice versa. That's
stated much too clearly, but some financial con59

sultants have dedicated their lives to seeing how
many different ways that advice can be stated.
Infrequently, such ambiguity can be achieved
with plain - looking language, such as the standard
academic reference letter beginning, "I cannot
recommend this person too highly." Ambiguity
almost always is easier to achieve with jargon, although a good foreign accent can make jargon
from plain talk.
Internal Fall Guy (IFG)

Consultants
with a sadistic
tinge may set
up the 'Helpful
Employee' as
'Internal Fall
Cuy'

Formerly an STP technique, IFG has emerged
as a principle in its own right. Its essence is to let
a consultant look good if things go as planned.
But if things don't go well, then it's the fault of an
employee of the client —the IFG. For instance,
the forecasting problem mentioned earlier can be
resolved simply by incorporating client forecasts
into the consultant's recommendation. That way,
if problems arise, the blame falls on the client's
forecast and not on the consultant.
Another way to set up an IFG is to make a
recommendation that must be carried out by a
client employee or group of employees. If anything goes wrong, it's the fault of the people implementing the recommendation and not of the
person who made the recommendation. Further,
persons with a sadistic tinge might set up as the
IFG the HE who provided the consultant with the
recommendation to begin with. More than a few
management accountants have found themselves
on the wrong end of this ploy. Some react by going into consulting.
Reverse Appraisal
In following this principle, a consultant quickly
establishes that the client is being appraised, with
the reverse part of the principle meaning that the
client must understand that he or she is not entitled to evaluate the consultant's performance. Indeed, skillful application of this principle can
eliminate any need for STP practices.
Establishing "Reverse Appraisal" usually is not
difficult. Clients often hire consultants because
they don't know what their problems are. It follows, then, that they wouldn't know a good job if
they saw it.
In more difficult cases, the consultant might begin referring to other, more pressing activities and
to the barely adequate level of the fees at hand.
The consultant adds that he or she would just as
soon call the whole thing off unless the client
makes a visible display of personal support for the
consulting activities.
This ploy escalates depending on the circumstances. A consultant can compare a person's
lackluster support with the more substantial backing already obtained from higher -ups. Or, a chief
executive officer can be compared with peers in
larger, more prestigious companies.
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Unlike many consulting principles, there is
some logic to this one. Organizational problems
are a function of inattention. It follows that a consultant who can secure the focused attention of
even a small number of key people has it made.
They will solve the problem themselves.
California Marriage Principle
Many of the principles we just explored have
been carefully field tested. The results of this research, performed at great cost to clients, generally have been encouraging. But one problem persists: Clients tend to see through the principles
when the consulting relationships endure. Although multiphasing, reverse evaluation, and periodic scapegoating may delay the time when clients
start demanding substantive rather than cosmetic
outcomes, such tactics cannot prevent the day of
edification from arriving eventually.
Regrettably, we have been unable to develop an
antidote to this process, so we must warn all consultants to adopt the "California Marriage" principle: Avoid long -term commitments. Shell -game
operators in the Old West knew the hazards of
going too long with no pea under any of the shells,
and those who survived developed a sixth sense
that told th em when it was time to get out of
town. The modern -day consultant needs to be
equally cautious.
Remember, too, as Lee Marvin discovered, that
long -term commitments do not have to be formalized in order to have devastating consequences.
The wise consultant should model himself after
the California bachelor who is capable of forming
intense and "meaningful" relationships while
keeping his bags packed, ready to leave town as
soon as his "friend" (read, client) sees the real
situation through the haze he has so carefully con -structed.
Management Accountants, Take Heart
Management accountants, don't despair over
this tour of consulting principles. Now you should
understand consultants and consulting and should
be able to join the fun. Like any tough consulting
problem, this one can be multiphased successfully.
Phase One is to continually review the aforementioned nine principles of consulting: (Highway
Robbery, Dress for Success, Water Cooler, Smoke
Screen, Pollyanna, Reverse Familiarity, Shield
Thy Posterior (STP), Internal Fall Guy (IFG),
and Reverse Appraisal) by keeping them in constant sight— perhaps on your desk or car dashboard. Phase Two is simply applying the principles in your activities at every opportunity. Phase
Three is to repeat the first two until you truly
understand the game. Once you complete Phase
Three, the later phases will come naturally. After
all, it's no accident that the first four letters of
"consultant" are "cons."
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This man has taken
the headaches out
of LIFO!
Neu, LIF04AVE'" Manual stakes LI
conversions easy... helps you slots

your clients' taxes!
You would put your clients on LIFO if you
could —and now you cant Yes,LIFO -SAVE,
a revolutionary new system, reduces the
confusing complex of o ption s to a procedure you will follow quickly and
easily Use LIFO -SAVE to real ize su&-ta nti a l
tax savings fo r l a r ge c o r po ra t io ns a nd

smaller clients alike. In fact, the new ERTA
makes LIFO feasible and cost effective for
e ve n the s ma l le s t c o mpa ny. LIFO-SAVE
will prove it.
Developed over five years by leading
tax authority Irving L. Blackman, the
LIFO -SAVE implementation ma nua l ha s
bee n ac claime d for its c ompletenes s, c la r-

ity and accuracy by 96.7% of accountants
surveyed who have used it ... and adopted
as the industry standard for the National
Automobile Dealers Association and the
National Who lesalers and Distributors
Association, covering over 400,000 businesses. And all procedures in the manual
are IRS approved.
In a recent buyers' survey conducted
byan American Express subsidiary, accoun•
tants' comm ents were overwhelmin gly
favorable to the LIFO -SAVE manual. "The
vakte issdf-eiVent fortbe accountant u Ith

immediate use." '77v amount of ene►gy

that went into research of the LI F044VF
manual Ls incredible." 'All you need to
know about LIFO accdrtnting is included!"
"Absolutely concise and complete...
reduces LIFO to a straightforu yard checklist
procedure. " '77x, mantiatgag9 its a u,ay to
keep our cli ents hap py —to keep them
from going elsewhere for lJFO work. "

Here's a
partial
list of
what's
covered
in the
manual.
1 low to assure a successful LIFO -SAVE

T he importa nc e of s e le c ting pools a nd
ite ms c o rr e c t ly
W he t he r t o c ho o s e
dolla r -value inde x, link -cha in me thod or
retail method Slow to insure a valid LIFO

election Sample Form 970's O Section
351/381 transactions How to avoid pene-

trating layers Lates t conformity niles
Examine LIFO -$AVE free for 15

days. Call toll -free 800- 525 -0313.
Featured in VVC,
TbeJount a l of Acc ount ancy
Management Account ing
and other m ajor publications.

Or m ail th e co upon below. Either way
you're protected by our guarantee of satisfaction. If yo u are n o t convinced that
LIFO -SAVE is amazingly easy to implement, simply return the Manual within 15
days and pay nothing. Your total cost, if
you decide to keep LIFO -$AVE, is just
$249.00. Th is price includes a deluxe,
padded 3-rin g binder for your im plementation manual, tab- indexed for fast
reference, plus periodic updates for a
kh
full year.

LIFO-$AVE
makes LIFO
computations
easy ... and

Its de velope r, Irving L Blackman, JD, CPA,

is senior tax partner in the prominent
accounting firm of Blackman, Kallick 8r
Co., ltd., which completed over 200 LIFO
conversions last year. One of America's
noted tax authorities, Mr. Blackman has
written numerous books and contributes
tax columns to over 30 monthly magazines.

Call TOLL FREE 800 - 525 -0313 or 303-988 -7580

Free Tria l Exa mina tion Order Form
Yes . S end me the 1JIF04AVE Manual on a Free 15 -day trial b as is. /1t the
end of 15 days, I agree to either pay the $249 invoice included with my
s hip ment, c o vering the c o s t o f the Manual and o ne year' s up d ates , o r
to return the Manua l and o we no thing.

it's IRS approved!
The LIFO -$AVE manual
guides you step -by -step
through several different types
of LIFO conversions, with simple
instructions, examples, definitions,
charts, checklists, decision diagrams, legal
cites, IRS opinions, and more. Even filled in forms, exhibits and back -up worksheets
are included.
The staggering paperwork and cast that
once made LIFO an "impossible dream"
for most companies is now ancient historythanks to LIFO -SAVE!

Irving L. Blackman, JD, CPA, developer of
LIFO -SAVE, senior tax partner of Blackman
Kallick & Co., Chicago, whose firm did over
200 LIFO conversions last year.

conversion LIFO -SAVE methods, pools,
layers, indexes, cast rules Disadvantages
of the specific goods method Who can
use the dollar -value method Why the
IRS prefers the double- extension method
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Announcing
our first major
software
enhancement
for 1
FORTEX

The Applications Software Division of University
Computing Company is proud to welcome Fortex
and the Fortex systems to our growing family
of Financial Management Software products.
University Computing
Company is synonymous with
excellence for System Software
and Banking Applications products. For the past two years we
have been quietly earning that
same reputation for financial
management products and services, and now have more than
1100 products installed.
The inclusion of Fortex in
our product line is another important step in our strategy to
become the vendor of choice for
Financial Management Software.
UCC now offers a full line
of the highest quality financial
management and accounting
software products.
Financial Control System
• General Ledger
• Budgeting
• Cost Allocation
Accounts Payable System
• Automated Accounts Payable
• Purchase Order Control

Fortex Credit Accounts
Receivable System
• On -line Credit
• Collections
• Receivables
Fixed Assets System
• Asset Management and Control
• Capital Projects Control
• Lease Analysis
Tax Management System
• Corporate & Partnership Tax
Planning
• Federal and State Compliance
Inflation Trending System
• Inflation Accounting
• Value Reporting
• Compliance
To learn how these products can be of advantage to you
and your company, call or write
for complete information.

UNIVERSITY COMPUTING COMPANY
UCC Tower, Exchange Park, Dallas, Texas 75235

UCC Is a subsidiary of Wyly
Corporation (NYSE), For information and
an Annual Report write 1000 UCC Tower,
Exchange Park, Dallas, Texas 75235

People in the News
Twin
Fair
Corp.
as
controller .... Michael J. Stachura is now manager of staff accounting at Rich Products Corp.

Promotions and New Positions
Gary A. Yamashita, Alameda County South president, has joined Standard Oil
Co. of California as a senior analyst.

George B. Walkey, Calumet, has been
elected vice president of MCM Products, Inc. and president of Marvel
Lighting Corp., a subsidiary of MCM.

Augie Henry, III, Alaskan, has joined
Area Realtors as controller ....Carl L.
Lake is now with the Star Companies as
vice president of Star International
Corp. He also will remain with Rural -

Kevin L. Sherwood, Canton, has been
promoted to assistant vice president and
loan officer at AmeriTrust Co.

cap.
Fred W. Brodbeck, Asheville, is now financial planning manager at Westinghouse Electric Corp .... Martin J. Jacobs has joined Western North Carolina
Collection Consultants, Inc. as vice
president.
Charles E. Phipps, Baltimore past president, has been named assistant regional
manager of the Eastern Region for The
American Appraisal Co. He is assistant
vice president of the company, and a
past national director of NAA.

Amy W. Stull, Cape Canaveral, is now
assistant finance director for the City of
Melbourne, Fla.

Nashville -Music City chapter President
Jack A. Efisar (l.) accepts charter from
Executive Director Robert L. Shultis. A
spin -off from Nashville, the chapter
shares territory with Nashville- Capital

City.
Ruth P. Hopkins, Bangor - Waterville
past president, has been named accounting department chairman at Husson
College.
Pamela R. Fry, Baton Rouge, has been
admitted into the partnership of H.J.
Lowe & Co.

perceptive:
A successful recruiter
goes beyond the basics,
to an understanding of
corporate dynamics, a
sensitivity to individual
needs and capabilities.

Henry P. Mixon, Birmingham - Vulcan,
has been admitted into the partnership
of Arthur Young & Co . ...John L.
Rhoads, Birmingham past president,
has been elected president of the board
of directors of Carraway Methodist
Medical Center.... Philip E. Summerlin is now assistant controller with
Blount International.
At Island Creek Coal Co., Don G. Kelsey, Blue Grass Area, has been named
vice president, and Gary Kendrick has
been promoted to controller.

The foster McKay Group
535 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10017
30 Vreeland Road, Fl orham Park, NJ 07932
1275 Summer Street. Stamford, CT 06905
3255 Wilshire Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90010
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Financi al

Recruitment

Colin R. Cannon, Boise, has been promoted to general manager of finance
and accounting at Foodways National,
a subsidiary of Ore -Ida Foods, Inc.

Donald L. Williams, Charlotte Gold,
has been named assistant vice president
at BarclaysAmerican Commercial. He
also is the department head of audit.
Louise A. Treanor, Des Moines, has
been named accounting services director, real estate group, at Meredith Corp.
Jeffrey P. Freimark, East Bergen -Rockland, has been appointed corporate
controller of Kings Super Markets.
...Martin H. Oostema, has been elected a vice president of ITT Avionics division. He will continue serving as comptroller as well .... Willis A. Smith has
been elected vice president, accounting
and reporting, of CPC International.
Louis R. Paine, East Jersey, is now divisional controller for Specialty Food
Products.
Daniel J. Mullen, Erie, has been appointed senior operations analyst at
American Sterilizer Co ....Thomas M.
Schaeffer has been elected a partner in
Main Hurdman.
At Big Rivers Electric Corp., Ronald G.
Hollander, Evansville, has been named
vice - general manager of finance, and
Paul A. Schmitz is now assistant general manager.

Leon Carpenter, Ft. Worth, has been
named secretary, vice president, and
treasurer of Encon Industries, Inc.
Frederick A. Downey, Bridgeport, has ...Mary Ellen Ecklund is now controlbeen named executive vice president of ler for the Arts Council of Ft. Worth
and Tarrant County.
Parker - Hannifin Corp.
David J. Amico, Buffalo, has joined

John A. Rodzik, Grand Rapids, has
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been named vice president for Corporate Funding, Inc.
Denver F. Hicks, Jr. Hampton Roads,
has been admitted into the partnership
of Coopers & Lybrand.
Alexander J. Fadrowsky , III, Hawaii,
has been promoted to group controller
of the Hotel and Resort Group of Amfac, Inc .... R. Susie Thieman is now
controller at Wellington Financial
Corp.

Janice E. Chasse, Merrimack Valley,
has been promoted to assistant controller at GSF Corp.

Vincent Capasso, CM A , North Penn,
has been nam ed vice president at Provident Na tional Bank.

Kirk L. Frohme, Miami, has been admitted into the partnership of Coopers
& Lybrand .... Raymond S. Kulziek has
joined the City of Miami Police Department as manager of strategic planning.

Jody M. Hin ckley, Nort hern New York,
has been nam ed controller at Northland
Divis ion .... Patr icia A. W ilder was reelected president, Civil Service Employees Assn. of Jefferson County.
Mau rice J . Labine, Norwich, is now
controller of the m etallized products division of King - Seeley Therm os Co.

John W. Stackhouse, Indianapolis, has
been named vice president for finance of
Nixon Newspapers.
At Rexnord Inc., Eugene P. Centauro,
Jamestown - Warren, has been promoted
to materials manager, and Carol M. Olson has been named cost accounting
manager .... Eugene L. Way has been
elected to the board of directors of
Pennbank.
Mark R. Shaw, Kansas City, has been
named director of financial projects at
Farmland Industries, Inc.

Leon J . Level, Oakland County, has
joined Burroughs Corp. as vice president for financial planning.
DOWNEY

LEVEL

Bridgeport

Oakland County

Barry M . Haller, Miami Valley Ohio,
has b een pro moted to manager of facility a cco u n tin g at Ar m co, Inc ... . Ja m es
E. Hen d ricks is now m anager of special
pro jects for Ham ilton Tool .... Daniel
P . Ho gan h as joined St. Francis�—St.
Geo rge Hosp ital as assistant vice president o f fiscal services.

W. Scott Hancock, III, Lake Erie Central past president, has joined Bissel
Co., graphic arts division, as chief financial officer.

Rich ard J . Nigon , Minneapolis North star, was nam ed audit partner in the
Minn eap o lis o ffice of Ernst & Whinney.

Ronald E. Kohany, Lancaster, has been
named manager of corporate accounting at AC &S .... Dale E. Matt has been
admitted as a partner in Dorwart, Andrew & Co .... James H. Maurer, Jr, is
now manager of budgets and accounting procedures at AC &S.

Ly n n L. Alb ala, Morristown, has joined
Un ited Jewish Com m unity of Bergen
Co un ty , In c. as controller .... Rosella
M. Higgin s is n ow accou nting s upervisor at In fo rm atics, Inc .... Richard A.
Th u n berg has been elected vice presid en t an d co n troller at Nabisco Brands.

Maria K. Parks , Louisville, has been
promoted to senior internal auditor at
BATUS.

Ro cky Leu ng, Mt. Rainier, has joined
Weld co Wash ington Inc. as controller.

Dale H . Baramasco, Macomb CouniyMichikan, has been appointed group
controller of the machining group of
Cast Metal Industries, Inc.
Ronald W. Rak, Marion Area, has been
promoted to manager, cost accounting,
at GTE.
William J . Bliss, Member -at- Large,
USA, has been named senior vice president, finance and administration, of the
copper division of Amax, Inc. in Greenwich, Conn.
Frank B. Horrell , Memphis, has been
named vice president and controller at
Layne and Bowler, Inc., a subsidiary of
the Marley Co.
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At the University of Nebraska - Lincoln,
Jo h n W. Go eb el, Nebraska Cornhusker,
has b een ap pointed interim vice chancello r fo r bu siness and finance, and Patricia S. Oliverius is now serving as actin g d irector o f operations and analysis.
Ed ward C. Randall, New Haven, has
been ap po in ted vice president at Pep p erid ge Farm .
William J . Salzm an, New York, has
jo in ed Macro International Group, Inc.
as d irecto r o f com pliance. He als o h as
been elected to the board of directors of
th e Green p o in t Repertory Co. as vice
p resid e n t an d treasu rer ... . Walte r Stevens is now vice president, finance, of
Victo ry Op tical Mfg. Corp.

Paul L. Matya, Olean- Bradford Area, is
now division controller of Hysol Division, Dexter Corp.
At Ca te rp illar Tra cto r Co ., Willia m S.
Brewster, Peoria, has been nam ed general accounting manager o f t h e plant
being built in Lafayette, Ind., and
George A. Schaefer has been appointed
an executive vice president. He is a past
president of Oakland -East Bay Chapter.

� ROMAC,
The Profitable
Transition)

If you're an individual seeking a business opportunity that will challenge your initiative,
ROMAC'e may be your answer.
We are a successful personnel consulting firm,
serving the accounting, finance, data processing
and banking professions. We offer ownership in a
vital and growing business network. With a moder.
ate investment and experience in any of our fields,
the challenge and personal satisfaction of owning
your own business can be yours.
For details, call or write: President, 125 High
St., Boston, MA 02110, 800.341 -0263
Offices in:
Arlington, VA
Atlanta, GA
Boston, MA
aufralo, NY

Cranston, RI
Dallas, Tx
Dayton. OH
FuirfieW, Cr

Harirotd. cT
Newton. MA
Paramus, NJ
PhiladcIDhi-, PA

Portland, ME
Rochester, NY
Stamford, CT
Tamps. F l.

� /L`,'.'i'�@,ac9COUHV0H@
[PON Ali MD R[

R7?

NEW! PRE - PRINTED ON 8 1/ 2 x III

• Management Reports
• Audit Workpapers
• Financial Statements
• Journals and Ledgers
• Graphs, Logs dt More

WRITE TO DEPT, D FOR FREE 81 PAGE
CATALOG CONTAINING OVER 130 INNOVATIVE FORMS AND LOTS OF
CREATIVE IDEAS.

04"DrtvWTE&A (? O@R POO @0..
2011 Rolling Hills Road, P -O. Box 255813
Sacramento, California 95625
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Joyce H. Russell, Piedmont - Greensboro
past president, has been named vice
president of staff support at Rampon
Products, Inc.
Merrill J. Druggs, Pittsburgh, has been
appointed secretary and director of corporate taxes for Contraves Goerz
Corp.... Walter A. Scott is now vice
president and corporate controller at
American Can Co.
Gary S. Welliver, Portland- Willamette,
has joined Preferred Systems Ltd. as
controller.
Thomas R. Murtishaw, Princeton, has
joined Health Chem Corp. as assistant
controller.
Frederick Graswald, CMA, Providence,
has been elected president of Delta Rub-

ber Co .... Janice L. McClintic is now
director of finance and administration
at Tobin & Silverstein, Inc.
Gary G. Pickard, Raleigh Area, has
been named controller of Texasgulf
Chemicals Co.

Tailored to the needs of:
• Home Study
• NAA Chapters • Colleges
• In -House Programs
• Sell -Study Groups
EVERYTHING PROVIDED

• Instructional package
• Student materials
• Special session on writing
techniques
• Updating for each
examination
• "Hot line" question
answering service
• Course leader's guides

.Arthur J. Bowers, Rochester.
William G. Britt, Houston -Blue Bonnet,Dallas past president; SCMS.
H. B. Carlson, Des Moines past president; past national director, 1970 -72.
Michael J. Carroll, Jr., Delaware.
Daniel G. King, Redwood Empire, has
Irving M. Converse, Fox River Valley.
been named controller for Trombetta
Francis J. Cooney, Hartford.
Distributors.
William E. Craig, Jamestown - Warren
David C. Ellwanger, Richmond Lee, has past president; past national director,
joined Management Recruiters as an ac- 1964 -66; past national vice president,
1967 -68; SCMS.
count executive.
Ross H. Cramer, Madison.
Allan C. Crane, Milwaukee past president; past national director 1962 -64;
past national vice president, 1966 -67;
SCMS.
Francis W. Dailey, Boston.
Raymond A. Deakyne, New York.
Lawrence J. Dippold, Ithaca- Cortland.
SCHAEFER
SCOTT
Robert J. Duckro, Dayton.
Peoria
Pittsburgh
Clifford A. Fries, St. Louis.
Anthony Mangione, Rochester, has been
Adolf C. Heinze, Milwaukee.
promoted to senior financial analyst for
G. Kline Hershey, Jr., Los Angeles.
the carburetor assembly operation of
Charles Higginbotham, Lima (Peru)
the Rochester Products Division of
Affiliate.
General Motors .... Donald A. Stanton Bernard W. Hubbard, Elmira Area.
has been named vice president of fiCalvin C. Humberd, Chattanooga.
nance for Johnny Antonelli Tire Co.
William E. Krantz, Lancaster past presRoger L. Kesseler, Saginaw Valley, is ident.
now controller of the Dow Chemical C. F. Leon, Sr., Portland - Columbia.
Joseph Levi, Long Island- Nassau.
Co.
Robert S. Madden, Lancaster.
Richard T. Ross, San Angelo Area, has
Charles F. Margeson, Hartford past
joined Data Creations Unlimited, Inc.
president.
as a partner.
Vincent B. McAvsy, New Haven.
Arthur L. Campsey, San Antonio, is K. W. McGuigan, Erie past president.
now controller of N &C Drilling Co.
Denver O. Mikesell, Delaware.
Katie S. Brown, South Central Ken- Melvin J. Miller, Kansas City past prestucky, has joined Star Coal Co. as con- ident.
Julius J. Ordway, Portland - Willamette.
troller and treasurer.
H. E. Pack, Birmingham past president.
Roy E. Parent, Springfield.
Paul C. Faux, Upper Finger Lakes past
president, has been admitted into the Herbert R. Pierce, Lancaster.
Henry C. Roszkowski, Essex County.
partnership of Ernst & Whinney.
William H. Tallis, Lansing - Jackson past
Louis J . Fettkether, Waterloo -Cedar president.
Falls, has been admitted into the part- Arthur W. Tuttle, Columbus.
nership of Smith, Paulsen & Evans.
Theodore C. Williams, Charleston past
Harold L. Kidd, West Georgia, is now president.
controller, Warren Sewell Clothing Co.
Randolph E. Christianson, Red River
Valley, has joined Beverage Wholesalers, Inc. as controller ....James J. Wosepka is now audit manager at Charles
Bailley & Co.

i

Michael E. Kiley, Phoenix, has been
named chairman and president of Sun fan, Inc.

In Memoriam

EmeritusLife Associates

1- 800 - 645 -5460
I n New York State call collect

(516) 473 -6200
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A. W. Bartkus, Chicago past president.
Thomas W. Blazey, Akron Cascade past
president.
Otto F. Bollenbacher, Lima.
William B. Borrebach, Delaware County Pennsylvania.

B. Baker, 31, Member -at- Large. 1980.
M.E. Baldigo, Redwood Empire, 1981.
William J. Berglund, 62, Oakland County past president, 1954; past national
vice president, 1969 -70; SCMS. ELA.
William F. Casdorph, 55, Southern West
Virginia, 1972.
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Lucian C. Cesca, 59, Waterbury, 1964.
L.A.Champagne,93, Baton Rouge. 1951.
Bernard F. Cinkoske, 61, Bloomington
Indiana, 1979.
Fred W. Constans, 69, Columbus, 1948.
R.J. Ferree, 80, Cleveland, 1936. ELA.
Robert F. Gabele, 67, Cleveland, 1947.
F.J. Gembreska, 67, Toledo, 1946.
George L. Giess, 76, iVorth Pent past
president, 1930. SCMS. ELA.
Winfred K. Goff, 53, Jackson, 1963.
Thomas B. Hart , 27, Columbus, 1978.
Charles S. Herbert, 85, Oakland -East
Bay, 1954, ELA.
L.D. Jernagan , 44, Fresno Area, 1978.
R.C. Lochiel, 82, Washington, 1934.
L.H. Machon, 81, Providence, 1939,
T.R. Moriarty, 77, Springfield, 1942.
John F. Nilan, 48, East Bergen -Rocklund, 1980.
James C. Pace, 41, Amurillo Area. 1980.
R.L. Parker, 70, Chattunooga, 1946.
Albert W. Patrick, 57, Blue Grass Area
past president, 1954. SCMS.
A.G. Pierce, 80, Fall River -New Bedford
past president, 1947. ELA.
B.D. Scherer, 72, Akron Summit, 1947.
Louis Selig, 88, Baton Rouge, 1950.
Jimmy D. Stewart , 48, MAL, 1965.
Kendall T. Stone, 74, Fall River -New
Be(t%rd, 1951. ELA.
J.A. Thompson, 88, Fort Worth, 1928.
SCMS. ELA.
Paul R. Walsh, 62, Illinois Northeast
past president, 1952. SCMS.
J.E. Williams, 79, Cleveland, 1948.
Bernard J . Zeaman , 39, Soft Diego East
County. 1975.

OPINION
6-4•
Mr. Kolton feels that, despite some
criticism, the standards - setting process is working effectively and is being
improved steadily. "The FAF /FASB/
FASAC approach to developing standards is unique in the world —and with
all of its imperfections, it's the best
there is."
Paul Kolton brings a wealth of practical experience and business acumen to the Council. Our colleague,
who joined us for this discussion,
characterized him as "erudite, articulate, intelligent, forceful, perceptive,
organized, and having a proper perspective." We would agree. Not an
accountant by profession, but as a

journalist, as former chairman of the
American Stock Exchange and presently director of several major listed
corporations, he probably can bring a
broader viewpoint to the issues as
they affect business than would the
average professional accountant. He
sees his role "as principally that of
keeping Council members interested,
anxious to participate, willing to go on
the line —trying to see that they give
the important items on the agenda
the importance they deserve." That a
phenomenally high percentage of
Council members attends each meeting testifies to the success of these
efforts.
Yes, we feel that the future of FASAC and its role within the FAF/
FASB / FASAC troika is in good
hands. And what is that future? The
trend, according to Mr. Kolton, appears to be that FASAC will become
increasingly more involved with broad
policy issues and will spend less of its
time on narrower technical accounting issues. We applaud this trend.
Many of the issues facing the Board
have business and economic policy
implications far broader than the technical accounting issues which first
surface. We also would hope that FASAC will continue to broaden its
FASB's agenda- setting process. As
the "constituency in microcosm," FASAC might increase its contribution by
helping the Board to decide which issues are most important for it to focus
on, given the press of time and its limited resources. Under Mr. Kolton's
leadership, we feel confident that it
will.
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The key to collecting accounts that
are ignoring you. Why pay 25 -50% of
the balance?

Any Size Ba l a nce
$500, $1,000,410,000. Your cost
per collection is fixed at $58.33.
Smaller balances cost less than $12
per account.

Imp ro ve C a sh Fl ow
There's no need to be a banker to
your customers. Reduce your past
due accounts by 50`k, or more.

Wh y t he Lo w C o st ?
Simply because we don't handle your
money. All payments are made direct
to you. We each save expense.

No Risk
You must receive results with our
co pyrighted plan befo re you pay.

Are W e Credible?
Verif y our eff ectiveness and years of
reliability by calling o ur clients coast
to co ast. M any are members o f the
Fo rtune 500.

Write T oda y...
For Complete Details Plus Our
FREE Newsletter Full Of
Collection Tips.
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Small Business
Kathy Williams, Editor

Matching Businesses with Sources of
Capital: a Directory
As today's economy continues to decline and
interest rates remain high, small business owners are having a difficult time finding sources of
financing for starting or maintaining their businesses. To help in this area, Venture magazine
has put together its third annual "Venture Capital Directory," which is designed "to put qualified entrepreneurs in need of venture financing
in touch with active venture capitalists
who ... have demonstrated an eagerness to invest in ...worthwhile projects." This directory
lists 76 sources of venture capital and their requirements. The directory is listed in the December issue of the magazine, and additional
copies of this material may be ordered through
Venture, 35 West 45th Street, New York, N.Y.
10036; (212) 840 -5580. The venture capitalists listed in the directory have one requirement
for business entrepreneurs— before contacting
a company, the entrepreneur must be prepared
with a detailed business plan.

FASB Wants Comments on Financial
Reporting by Small Companies
The Financial Accounting Standards Board has
issued an invitation for persons involved with
private and small public companies to comment on the subject "Financial Reporting by
Private and Small Public Companies —Is There
Need for a Change ?" NAA members may order
the invitation to comment booklet, which contains background information, issues and a
questionnaire to help in responding, directly
from the FASB. Ordering information will be
available in the February issue of MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING.

Taking Bids on Services
Small businesses often overlook one way to
save money on services performed by outside
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vendors— soliciting a number of bids on various
jobs. Take printing, for example, whether the
job is business forms, stationery, brochures,
books or the like. Many small businesses use
just one or two vendors and don't ask for competitive prices whether it's because they don't
want to take the time or effort, whether they
trust their particular vendors, or whether they
just don't realize they could be saving money.
For example ... NAA recently solicited bids on a
project, and for the same printing job, prices
ranged from $2,600 to $12,500! It takes only a
few minutes to call another vendor, and the
savings could be substantial.

CEM Helps Small Businesses
Managers, owners and consultants of small
businesses often don't have the time to
do as much research or reading as they
would like on issues such as government
regulations, managing their firms, implications of new tax laws, or financial management. They are involved with doing their
work, not necessarily planning their work. The
Center for Entrepreneurial Management, Inc.
(CEM) in Worcester, Mass., can help in this
area. The Center was established as "a complete management resource for entrepreneurial
managers and the professionals who advise
them." Members of the Center receive a
monthly newsletter covering topics ranging
from financing a business to personality profiles to tips on insurance; special in -depth reports on current issues such as pension plans
or cash flow management; a free one -year
subscription to INC. and Boardroom Reports,
and publication discounts. For information,
write The Center for Entrepreneurial Management, Inc., 311 Main Street, Worcester, Mass.
01608, ( 617) 755 -0770.

Publications Available
Deloitte Haskins & Sells recently published a
booklet on Financing: Small and Growing Businesses, which offers small business owners an
approach to determining what kind of financing
they need and suggestions on how to draw up
a business plan, how to control internal financing, how to find sources of external financing
and how to develop a financial package proposal. This in -depth booklet teaches the first
steps to take in the financing area so you can
discuss financing with a professional when you
are ready to actively seek funds. Contact Kathy
Williams at NAA by February 15, 1982 for a
copy of the booklet.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /JANUARY1982
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NAA Research Committee
Solicits Proposals
The National Association of Accountants is soliciting proposals to conduct research on the following topics:
Management Accounting in the Future. Management accountants of the future can play an increasingly influential role in business. Two broad topic areas to cover are:
What will the management accounting function be five to
ten years from today? And what characteristics, knowledge and skills will be required of a management accountant in five to ten years?
2. Taxation. This research will be designed to examine the
importance of taxes in business decision making, both
from a theoretical and applied perspective. The research
will address the issue of optimizing business decisions
with taxation as a major decision variable followed by an
examination of the impact of various types of taxation.
3 Budgeting. This research will be designed to explore the
latest budgeting policies used by firms with well- established budget systems. The focus will be on the practices
whose applications result in significant improvements in
the budgeting process. Emphasis will be placed on the
manner in which firms make their budget system an integral part of their planning and control activities.
The
Relationship of Management Accounting and Data
4.
Processing. This study will address the relationship between management accountants and data processing personnel. Significant organizational, educational, and behavioral aspects of the changes from traditional accounting
methods to computerized data -based corporate information systems will also be covered in this research study.
5 Measuring the Impact of Government Regulations. This
study will identify the major cost factors attributable to
representative types of government regulations and also
indicate the means of reducing the costs of compliance
with various regulations, including the means of designing less costly regulations.
An outline or prospectus for each of the above topics is
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available upon request from the Association. The prospectuses are not all inclusive but are designed to serve as guides
for researchers in developing their proposals. Each prospectus is accompanied by a set of guidelines which deal with
various procedural requirements.
A research proposal should set forth the objectives and
the scope of the research study. The author(s) should state
explicitly what will be covered in the research study. This
should be followed by a detailed description of the research
methodology which will be employed, such as literature
search, mail survey, interviews, and case studies.
The proposal must also indicate the manner in which the
researcher plans to organize and carry out the research
work. It has been NAA's preference to have the research
work performed as a sequence of phases, with interim reports submitted to NAA upon completion of each phase.
The proposals should be accompanied by a timetable and a
budget, both preferably broken down into phases, as well as
a sketch of the author(s) background(s).
Other Topics
The Association also considers proposals on any topic a
researcher chooses, provided that the topic deals with a subject matter of interest to NAA members. If a researcher
chooses to conduct a research study on an unsolicited topic,
the researcher must substantiate the importance or the need
of research on that particular topic. Such a proposal should
be prepared in accordance with the same NAA guidelines
used for the announced research topics.
A prospective researcher desiring further, more extensive
research guidance may order NAA's monograph, Research
Methodology and Business Decisions, 1976.This publication
will assist the researcher in preparing a proposal.
Each proposal will receive careful consideration for possible action by the Committee on Research at its April 1982
meeting. For further information, contact Suzanne G. Connors, NAA Research Associate (212) 754 -9897.Proposals
_]
must be submitted by March 31, 1982.
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The Costs of Implementing FAS No. 33
When the Financial Accounting Standards Board issued FAS No. 33 dealing
with current costs and changing prices,
it was put forth as an experiment to last
approximately five years. In anticipation of a full -scale review of FAS No.
33, the Board recently requested that research be undertaken into various aspects of the implementation and use of
current cost and constant dollar information.
As part of this overall research activity, NAA undertook a brief survey of
one specific question: What appears to
be the cost of implementing FAS No.
33?
We mailed letters to the controllers of
22 large companies, located in the metropolitan New York area. The companies were chosen from among the Fortune 1000 listing. In each letter we
asked for an interview by telephone. We
interviewed eight controllers from various industries, two consultants, and two
accountants. All the questions were addressed to the cost of implementing
FAS No. 33. Here are the findings:

L All of the individuals interviewed
stated that the inflation- adjustment figures were initially gathered manually by
staff personnel. However, currently the
majority of companies are using computer programs to calculate current cost
figures and constant dollar figures.
Therefore, it follows there is a considerable decrease in the cost of reporting
FAS No. 33 in subsequent years, as opposed to the initial cost.
2. The principal direct costs mentioned
were staff time, computer time, and purchase of software package.
3. Some of the indirect costs mentioned
included accountants' time spent on reviewing the procedures, methodology
an d inflation- adjusted figures prepared
by th eir clien ts, and managem ent's cost
in reviewin g and analyzing the figures.
Bo th th e acco untants' cost and m anagemen t's cost have decreased in subseq u en t y ears o f reporting FAS No. 33.
4. Nin e o f th e 12 (75 %n) interviewed
stated th at in itially they hired a consultan t, in m o st cases an accounting firm ,
to ad vise th em in the preparation of

FAS No. 33. The consultant or accounting firm , however, was only used as an
advisor in the beginning year of reporting F AS No . 33.
5. Seven interviewees felt that the information presented in FAS No. 33 was
meaningful and that their com panies
and /or clients put a lot of tim e, energy
and resources into reporting these inflation adjustm ents accurately.
Some of the com m ents of those who did
not feel the inform ation presented in
FAS No. 33 was m eaningful were:
"FAS 33 is s till only a footnote."
"The average individual does not understand the inform ation."
"The inform ation presented is not exact
and therefore, inaccurate."
6. Most of those interviewed felt that
the only ones who really m ake use of
and thoroughly understand FAS No. 33
reporting are analysts.
7. The responses were split evenly between those who felt eventually FAS
No. 33 will be used for internal decision
making and those who felt it wo uld not
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3rd Annual Controllers' Conference
Controllers praise NAA's three -day conference in Washington, D.C.

NAA held its 3rd Annual Controllers' Conference in Washington, D.C., October 27 -29, and judging from the reactions
of approximately 100 participants, it was a huge success.
Most participants judged the workshops and general sessions as "excellent" or "good."
Executive Director Robert L. Shultis said that based on
this overwhelmingly favorable response, the Association will
schedule a fourth controllers' conference in 1982.
The Conference featured two full -day concurrent workshops on Tuesday devoted to the acquisition of a minicomputer and corporate mergers and acquisitions. On Wednesday, Emil "Bob" Scharff, NAA president, welcomed the
participants to the first general session, pointing out that the
uncertain economic climate made such conferences a necessity for the modern controller. Mr. Scharff is managing partner of the San Francisco office of Arthur Young & Co.
Featured speakers at the conference included Allen H.
Seed, III, senior consultant, Arthur D. Little, Inc.; Stanley
R. Pylipow, vice president, finance and administration,
Fisher Controls; Anthony Staiano, vice president and controller, Federal Electric Corp.; Paul R. Ray, Jr., senior vice
president, Paul R_ Ray & Co., and Lee B. Spencer, Jr., director, division of Corporate Finance, Securities & Exchange Commission.
Mr. Seed, who is the author of a new NAA research
study, The Impact of Inflation on Internal Planning and
Control, told the financial executives that most companies
are not applying constant dollar or current cost techniques
internally. However, many companies have revised their
planning and budgeting to allow for the prospect of continuing inflation. For example, Mr. Seed found that companies
are updating plans, budgets and standards more frequently
to assure that current costs are used for profit margin analysis, performance measurement and inventory valuation. In
addition, a great majority of companies now include funds
statements, and a significant number include productivity
measurements in their planning and budgeting processes.
Stanley Pylipow reminded the controllers that their financial managers were individuals, corporate human resources
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who should be treated with respect and intelligence. To motivate financial managers, he suggested that controllers
should create a positive environment, provide a positive
identity, and eliminate threats from their environment.
Anthony Staiano, who discussed the controllership from
the divisional controller's point ofview, pointed out that the
trend is toward a direct relationship between the division
and corporate controller. He noted the advantages of this
reporting relationship and also discussed the advantages of
the division controller reporting to the division general manager.
At the luncheon on the second day of the Conference, Mr.
Ray discussed some of the principles that should be applied
in hiring financial executives. He has had wide experience in
search assignments for high corporate officers, including financial officers.
Lee B. Spencer outlined some of the SEC's proposed
changes in corporate disclosure rules and pointed to future
developments that will have an impact on controllers and
financial officers.
At the concurrent sessions on Wednesday, three speakers
focused on FAS No. 8 and three on new developments in
corporate and personal taxes and information systems.
FASB Project Manager E. Raymond Simpson discussed the
Board's latest thinking on the proposed revision of its controversial foreign translation standard. It is planning to proceed with the development of a final statement essentially
similar to the "functional currency" proposal in its June 30,
1981 exposure draft. In addition, he suggested, the Board
may decide to require the use of the U.S. dollar as the "functional currency" in a foreign operation's statements when
cumulative inflation is approximately 100% or greater over
a three -year period.
The controllers and financial managers, who received a
copy of Mr. Seed's book, Impact of Inflation on Internal
Planning and Control, as bonus for early registration, called
the conference "very informative," and a "good planning
job." Nearly all those attending were controllers or other
senior financial executives.
❑
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"Five years ago, I got fed up with slaving for a
salary. Now I'm a Comprehensive" accountant, and I've
more than tripled my income!"—Joe Donahue, Denver, Colorado
I'm an accountant. And I'd
like to tell you about the
opportunities I found with
COMPREHENSIVE"

I always thought my career
choices as an accountant were
limited to heading for one of the
"Big 8" firms, getting lost in a
corporation, or going it alone. I'd
always wanted to own my own
practice, but working for
someone else meant I didn't
have that core group of clients
to get me started.
Then I read about
COMPREHENSIVE'S nationwide

network of independent local
ac counta nts. Local to let me
keep in touch with myself and
my market, and na tional to
provide all the back -up and
support I'd never have if I were
strictly on my own.

What about money?
Before I became a

COMPREHENSI VE ac c ountant, my

You mi ght say C OMPREHENSI VE

helps you be in business for
yourself without being in
business by yourself.
What Is COMPREHENSIVE?
COMPREHENSI VE I s the nati on' s

largest franchisor of bookkeeping, accounting and tax
services, with more than 22,000
small business clients of all kinds
handled every month with a
system developed through 32
years of successful experience.
Over 300 independent
accountants utilize
COMPREHENSI VE'S c entr alized

computer system to provide
monthly services to their clients.
Fast. And with a lot fewer
headaches.
W ith COMPREHENSI VE. I'm
backed by a team skilled in
accounting systems, practice
management, sales and
marketing, taxes and more.
Plus a national advertising
program to attract and pre -sell
new clients.

How many clients?
By now, you've probably
found the average COMPREHENSIVE accountant has about
90 clients. That's right -90
clients! And each one receives
close, prompt and personalized
monthly contact and service.
Many accountants in the
system have even more. In fact,
my own personal client list now
tops 190!

How do I do it? With our
exclusive system, it's really not
too difficult. And here's what I
give each and every client
every month:
• Operating statement for both
the current month and
year -to -date, with
percentages for both
• Complete bank
reconciliations
• All tax returns
• Itemized employee payroll
records
• Detailed supporting ledgers
by account for each item on
the operating statement
• Balance sheets as necessary

salary was $20,000. That was
five years ago, when I was 31. So
you know I'm not a remarkable
genius.
I'm not one of those Harvard
B- School types either. My
degree is from Mankato State
College in Minnesota. And
believe me, there were times I
thought I'd never get through. I
finally did, though, in 1967, and
went to work as an internal
auditor with Control Data.
Almost ten years and two
jobs later, I'd had it. I was tired
of slaving for a salary and going
nowhere. The time had come to

make a major decision —both
about my ca ree r and my life.

'These sales, profits or
earnings are of a specific
franchise and should not be

What happened?

considered as the actual or
potential sales, profits or
earnings that will be realized
by any other franchise. The
franchisor does not represent
that any franchisee can expect
to attain these sales, profits or
earnings. There are currently
274 accountants in the
franchisor's Associate and
Affiliate Programs, Mr.
Donahue is in the Affiliate
Program, which began in 1976.
Of all Affiliates in the program
who had completed at least
one full calendar year in
practice as of January 1, 1981,
9 of 58 individuals (or 16 %)
achieved annualized billings
in excess of $5,500 per month
during their first calendar year
in practice. Of the five
Affiliates in practice for at
least five years as of July,
1981, gross annualized
billings ranged from a low of
$153,092 to a high of Mr.
Donahue's $419,437 with a
median of $178,703.

quit. And moved my family
to Colorado, where I hardly
knew a soul.
Most importantly, though, I
bec ame a C OMPREHENSI VE

affiliate and invested in my
future.
COMPREHENSI VE trai ned me to

use complete systems, from
marketing and sales through
production. The system is so
sound, it's almost incredible!
All the tools are there. You
don't have to be an inventor.
And I certainly don't consider
myself a super salesman. I'm
still nervous whenever I make a
new presentation.

Back to money
In my first year, I attained 59
monthly small business clients
and was billing at an annualized
rate of over $5,500` a month.
By June, 1981, my client list
was up to 196 accounts, with
annualized billings of $34,900' a
month.
That means an annualized
gross of over $419,000' after
only five years.
Cash is important, and it has
to be there. But real success is
a lot more.
I'm my own boss. I work for
myself and own my own
practice. I'm building equity
for the future. And I have
employees who depend on me.
Best of all, I'm committed.
And I've proven a lot of things to
myself that I always dreamed
about.

Now what?
Obviously, you're not going to
rush out and invest in becoming
a C OMPREHENSI VE acc ountant

just on my say so.
So get the facts. Ask for
complete information on
earnings and profits of all
cur rent COMPREHENSI VE

accountants, including me, Joe
Donahue. There's no obligation
—and it could be the most
important move you'll
ever make!

Legalese
Can you do as well as I did?
There are no guarantees. There
are certain statements, though,
required by the FTC and state
regulatory agencies. So here
they are:

r

( tt -.l Toll
Callfree
323 -9000
R. J.(800)
Thomas
Anywhere in the Continental U.S.
In Illinois, call collect (312) 898 -6868

' opportunities as a COMPREHENSIVE accountant!

Joe Donahue, a

NJ
1

Name

1

Address

1 cty —

State

Phone

COMPREHENSIVE affiliate
in Denver, Colorado

M

m
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I d like to know more about my

zip

(Best time to call)

' M ail to: Comprehensive A cco unting Co rporation
2111 Comprehensive Drive
Aurora, Illinois 60507 -1288
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Recruiting is a skill all business people need but seldom learn.
How to interview.
How to pick winners.

This will stop you from making
another common mistake: hiring the
personable candidate instead of the
competent one.

How to find the right chemistry.
The specialists in financial,
From the smallest to the biggest comaccounting and edp recruiting
pany, everybody makes mistakes in these
for 34 years.
areas.
Robert Half invented the concept of
Most can be avoided.
specialized recruiting. Because a specialist
With the techniques Robert Half
a better job.
reveals in his new 16 -page booklet,How 7b does His
annual salary survey booklet has
Hire Smart.
become the standard guide of government
It's distilled from 34 years of specialized experience in financial, accounting
and edp recruiting.
And it's yours free as soon as you call
any of the 80 Robert Half independently
owned and operated offices (look in the
white pages for our number, or
simply fill in the coupon below,

How to pick winners.
1. To get a winner, hire fast.
The good ones get other offers.
Make positively sure your winner
knows you're actively interested,
even if it's your first interview. You
seldom get more than one pass at the
best people.
2. Avoid the compromise candidate.
The more interviews, the greater the
chances you'll hire someone mediocre. Try
to cut down the hiring decision to one or
two people in your company.
3. To prevent the tendency to hire the
last person you interviewed, follow a rating
system and rate each candidate during or
after your interview.

and business —since 1950.

In fact, when a Senate Committee

needed expert testimony on recruiting
practices in the accounting profession,
they called him.
With 80 offices in 3 countries,
the Robert Half organization is the largest. So it can
give you the best choice
of first -rate candidates.
Which is why your
first smart hiring
decision may well be
to call Robert Half.
----- - - - - -,

Please mail me your booklet HowTo Hire Smart.
Is coupon to Robert Half International, Inc.,
ewYork, NY 10163.)
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